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S C JE A L JUSTIFICATION
OP ADVERT I S I IT G .
PART I .
INTRODUCTION.
Prof J. B. Clark and other leading economists express the
belief that distribution is the last factor in the process of pro-
duction. In production they would treat the cost of raw materials,
the wages of the laborers, the salaries and profits of the business
managers, superintendents and entrepreneurs, the expense of equip-
ment and maintenance, the real cost of production, the General
expenses, and finally the cost of disposal or distribution. Tran-
spor J ation and shipping facilities enable the producer to enter the
world's markets and to dispose of his goods by means of agents,
such as retail and wholesale men, by direct correspondence and
commercial men, and finally by advertising.
The gradual replacement of primitive methods of production
and consumption by the highly complex system of the present age, has
made it absolutely necessary for th? producer to inform the consum-
er about the goods he has to sell. As distribution is the last
factor in production, so advertising is the last and one of the
most important essential factors of distribution.
In defining advertising writers have given a wide, var-
iable, yet often comprehensive and instructive meaning to the term.
For the purposes of this thesis advertising is defined as the

diffusion of information about sales-goods, which information in-
voluntarily and unconsciously influences and educates consumers to
prefer both the advertisers "business personality and his products.
Successful advertising must accomplish, two things; it must create
and sustain a demand for the goods advertised, and it must, "by cre-
ating a prestige, tend to insure the advertiser against competition,
In order to create and sustain a demand for the goods ad-
vertised and to obtain insurance a gainst competition, it is various—
ly estimated by leading advertising authorities that a sum between
$100,000,000 and p. , 000,000,000 is expended annually in the
United States.
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DEV E L P H E IT T I IT ADVERTISING.
The foundation for this great expenditure for advertising
dates " ack to a period "between 1500 and 1000 B t C., when announce-
ments upon obelisks, pillars, pylons, temples and the Egyptian
pyramids, in addition to those written upon papyrus, very closely
resembled announcements of the present time. The residents of
Greece, Oriental countries Pornpeii and Rome; cultivated publicity
in a manner that would class them with the best advertisers of to-
day. The; r laid the foundation for the modern st eet designs, pos-
ters, signs and bill-boards. Only slight progress was made from
that time until the discovery of type in the first half of the fif-
teenth century, and even in the time of Columbus, advertising
signs were among the .ore popular methods of publicity.
The invention of type was the occasion for the establish-
ment of newspapers in the latter part of the fifteenth century.
!
Newspapers were first published in Germany, but by the middle of
(
the seventeenth century they also appeared in England, Holland, and
|
Prance, and forty years later America and other countries could
boast of newspapers of limited circulation. In size the early news-
papers were scarcely larger than the small hand-bills of today.
The ignorance of the people prevented the publisher from
reaping much benefit from advertising in the newspapers of that
time, but growing intelligence and industrial progress resulted in
the development of modern advertising in England and Holland, which
were the leading industrial Countries of the seventeenth century.
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The desire to stimulate new wants and to create a demand for these
innumerable commodities, with which to satisfy then increased the
value of newspapers as advertising media. Their importance, how-
ever, was not cornmonly realized before 1850.
It remained for the publisher, the publisher of the first
st ictly modern magazine, the old Scribner's, established in 1370,
to popularize the rise of advertising as a business proposition.
This magazine accepted and solicited advertisements, which., com-
pared with those of today, appear outlandish and almost disgrace-
ful. The doctrine preached by Scribner's bore fruit raridly and
twenty-five years ago many business men were converted to adver-
tising. Since then the realization of the necessity of publicity
as a part of modern commercial organization has led to an increase
in the number and kinds of media used. The period was characteriz-
ed by great progress in advertising and was also marked by improve-
ment in methods. Large display type, and the elaborate ornamenta-
tion, so prevalent now, have developed since 1380. In that year a
I clothing advertiser used crude "cuts" and illustrations. Only since
that period have pictorial advertisements appeared in modern form
and assisted in the creation of comprehensive, interesting and
business-like media of publicity.
The industrial changes of the nineteenth century, which
revolutionized production and cjreated innumerable hitherto un-
dreamed of commodities, stimulated new wants and enabled advertis-
ing to assume its present importance as a commercial factor.
?.Iev/spa.pers, magazines and other perodicals absorb about
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seventy-f ive'oer cent, of the total expenditure for advertising.
The following charts will suggest the development of these publi-
cations, v/hose advertising columns have increased in number and
quality with the increase in the number and size of the publi-
cations,
KINDS g A fit EHTI SIHG .
The discussion of the expenditure and progress in adver-
tising leads to a consideration of the kinds of advertising.
Various writers have adopted numerous classifications. The writer
for the purpose of this thesis lias decided upon a new classifi-
cation, which divides the media of advertising into four groups.
The new division is as follows: (l) Distributive, (2) Stationary,
(5) Personal and (4) Indirect advertising.
The first division is by far the most important, and
estimates of expenditures for this par', of the appropriation are
usually from seventy-five to eighty-five^:, cent, of the total.
Under this division the author primarily considers: Newspapers, and
magazines, the two most important media for publicity purposes.
Th is class also includes trade and technical journals,
catalogues and booklets, circulars, leaflets, form-letters, en-
velopes, almanacs, hand-bills, samples, novelties, calendars
program and score cards, business and }.olitical cards, blotters,
advertising fans, picture cards, post cards, telegrams, coupons,
books and wrapping paper.
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Stationary advertising absorbs a large percentage of the
remainder of the national appropriat ion . Bill-boards, street cars,
electric signs and window displays are the leading and important
media of this division, v/hich also includes landscapes, dead walls, ij
pavements and window posters, shew cards, theater curtains, adver-
graphs, lithographs, streot-car signs, transfers and tickets, "bio-
graphs, stereopticans, miscellaneous signs, streamers, placards,
changeable signs, packages, cans, adhesive labels, umbrellas,
delivery wagons, special trains and ca,ravans, as well as a number
of other incidental media.
The third class 5 personal advertising, is closely c onnected
with indirect advertising. Personal advertising media aim to
produce direct results, that is the primary object of the words or
actions of the person are to create a dema d for the product
they advertise. Personal advertising absorbs commercial travell-
ers, '."emonstrators and store salesmen to the extent that they strive
to create a direct demand for the goods on the part of the customer
or consumers.
Even more than personal advertisi g under th«. term in-
direct advertising may be included the commercial, enterprise de-
rived from many indirect sources. Publicity is attained incident-
ally as the result of activity having some other purpose, which at
the same time will exert an indirect effect on the persons , art icles
or business enterprises, concerned.
The Wananaker store in Philadelphia for instance in its
art gallery furnishes an example of indirect advertising. It was
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long Mr. Wanamalcer's desire to attract the more wealthier and re-
fined people of Philadelphia to his store. They could not be ree
:;d by direct advertisements so he plan of establishing a fine
art gallery was tried. The desired people came to the store, and
incidentally many have developed into customers. The art gallery
was in this case used as the medium to attract trade.
DISTRIBUTIVE ADVERTISING.
NEW S PAPERS .
The most important medium of distributive advertising is
the newspapers which in 1000 according to the Twelfth Census
reports, represented an investment of $192,443,708 for the United
States. Of the thirty-five thousand publications credited to the
alone had
United States by some authorities newspap^rsVover twenty-three
thousand. These newspapers receive an income variously estimated
from one to three he dred millions of dollars for their advertising-
space.
The pre-eminence of the newspaper in the field of general
advertising is disputed by the advocates of the magazines, but in
the local field the newspaper is indispensible . It is essentially
the one publication, which chronicles the important happenings of
interest to the people of any locality. In its columns, therefore,
is found the advertising which should interest the buyer, who neG(is
the articles which the merchants are most vitally interested in
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s elling.
The newspaper brings the hone dealer into close touch
With his customers and covers the local field in a thorough manner.
It therefore, offers a concentrated field and circulation, capable
of producing maximum results at a minimum cost.
Competition tends to force the price of advert sia g space
to a minimum and the superior circulation facilities due to rapid
recurrence of issue, produces a culmative effect by repeated sug-
gestion as well as by convincing arguments.
The repeated suggestions offered during the week tend to
be most successful after the Sunday edition has been rerd. The
Sunday edition is the special issue in which the newspaper can
adopt the magazine methods of advertising, instead of appealing to
the reader by direct command on sound reasoning, as is done during
the week. Appeals may be made on Sunday to the sympathy and
sentiment of the reader. The condition of the average Sunday
reader is similar to that of a magazine reader, whose susceptibil-
ity to advertising suggestions and influence is due to his ease
of mind and leisure. The influence ofthe Sunday newspaper has
resulted in "Bargain Monday" for almost every large store. Mar*.
c.hall Field cc Co., of Chicago is an exception to this rule. That
store lias never used Sunday space and its owners have often re-
ported, that Mondays at Field's store is similar to that of any
other trade day, the rush for bargains and confusion resulting there-
from being absent.

In the Sunday newspaper is also found the "want" adver-
tisement department and exchange columns at their "best. Here are
announced all kinds of "business opportunities and many individual
and household needs. All classes of people patronize these col-
umns, where a direct, specific proposition stated as briefly as
possible, brines an immediate and certain return.
The want-advertisement columns are generally indicative
of the circulation of a newspaper. The advertiser must consider
the amount and the quality of circulation as well as the attitude
of the newspaper's readers towards advertising in order to chose
the best media. A uniform rate for all newspaper publishers would
benefit the advertiser, who is often charged different prices for
the same amount of advertising in different publications of prac-
tically the same circulation.
Kenry B, Yarner in the Hditor and Publisher for Dec-
ember 10, 1903, after consulting advertisers and advertising agerc
ies and carefully studying the rate problem, finally evolved the
following schedule of prices for:
"Papers of 500 Cir. 3c. per inch.
" 1000 " 5c. " "
h 150 o » 6c. " "
" 2000 " 7c. » "
" 2500 " 9c. " "
" 3000 " lie. " "
" 3500 " 12c. " "
ii
it
ii
ii
ii
ii
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Papers of 4000 Ci
» " 4500 "
»' « 50 CO "
" 6000 "
n ii 7000 "
" '« 8000 »
"This schedule of rates is for advertising when electros
are used. Five cents per inch extra is a reasonable price to
charge for composition. The advertising agent expects and should
have fifteen. per cent, commission from your lowest price."
The conclusion is that logically psychologically and
practically the newspaper is the most natural medium for a local
publicity campaign, and because of its frequently recurrencing
issue is an important fax tor in a general campaign.
M A G A Z I II E ADVERTISING.
The relation of the newspaper to the magazine^ t!n£ ional
weeklies included), seems best expressed in the statement that the
latter supplements but does not supplant the former. The newspaper
contains the bargain newsjthe^ "here today and gone tomorrow items"
and hastily rev/rites the story of the world every twenty-f our-
hours. The magazine ^ issued only after careful preparation, is
of much higher artistic and literary standard. A better qrality of
paper, more attention to typographical excellence and printing,
13 l/2c.
I5c.
16c.
19c.
22c
.
25c
per inch.
« it
it ii
it it
it it
ti it
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with literary articles of high standard, enable the magazines to
"become a publication permanent in character. The advertising
section of magazines gene ally average a third greater than the
is partly due
literary section. The large amount of space thus usedAto the
presence of illustrations in the advertising section. About seven-
ty-five per cent* of magazine advertisements are illustrated and
the illustrations cover forty-five per. cent..of this section. It
is expected that the attractiveness of illustrations cause ninety
per cent.of the readers of magazines to notice the advertisements
and eighty**®!? cent, casually to glance over them.
The magazine is usually perused as a means of diversion
in leisure moments, hence the more ready response to the attractio s
of the advertisements. Since the literary character of maga-zines
is fairly well defined and appeals to a certain class of readers,
the wise advertiser w ill place his material in those perodicals,
which are read by persons likely to become interested in the given
commodity and thus avoid waste in circulation.' The amount
of space to be used will depend both on the financial resources of
the advertiser and the nature of his business. Advertisements
placed in judiciously chosen magazines or other publications, if
presented in a concise and forceful manner, insures results in al-
most direct proportion to the amount of space utilized. The se-
lection of space in a magazine commonly read by an interested class
of educated, cultivated and v.rell-to-do prospective patrons, guar-
antees to the business man a notice of his goods at a time when the
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reader is in a sympathetic and responsive mood. The advertiser
is ::ot usually pemitted to take undue advantage of the suscepti-
bility of the reader because publishers of standard magazines are
generally careful to discriminate against injurious and fradulent
advertisements. Some publishers even guarantee their patrons
against loss due to investments as a result of the readjb g of the
magazine
.
The magazine of today reflects a gradual development in
popularity due in part to the progressive publishers. They have
inaugurated practical journalism, elaborate color printing, "want"
advertisement departments, c»nd exchange columns, as features.
The objection that advertisements lose part of their value when
separated from reading matter, has 1 een overcome by some publishers,
who have adopted the policy of print ii g one column of literary
matter and thn another of advertisements, etc. Publishers have
|
discovered that fifteen-cent magazines yield a larger act profit
than the "ten-cent publications. There is at present, therefore, an
increase in price since it has been discovered that the loss of
income from advertisements and circulations is more than offset
by the returns from the increased price of the magazine.
This increase in price is paid by the reader, because of
the entertaining value of the magazine, and by the advertiser who
is charged the same rate despite whatever loss there may be i n cir-
culation* He pays this difference because he is able to appeal tea
constituency particularly influenced by the personality of the
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publication, and thus avoid much of the wasted energy incident to
the use of newspapers.
1 H A D B A IT D TECH II I C A L J U R IT A L S .
The trade and technical journals because they reach a
certain class at a minimum cost and with the lea,st waste for un-
profitable circulation, have been given c redit for being the near-
est approach to a perfect advertising medium* In general the
advertiser's ideal is a well-edited journal which, on account of
the proper arrangement of its interesting, valuable and in-
structive subject matter, is expected to leave the reader "un-
wearied and enthusiastic" for the perusal of the advertising pages.
| g JE FOLLOW - UP SYSTEM .
The follow-up system within the past few years has become
recognized as one of the effective methods of advertising, aid has
been used by the enormous mail-order enterprises of today. The
first step in this system is to come into contact with, or
commmicate with a prospective customer. This is accomplished by
means of personal representation, by answering of advertisements or
by direct mail. Having once aroused the interest of the buyer, the
follow-up system can be put into operation. Each individual bu S i_
less must have a system of its own applicable to that individual
I
trade
.
Booklets, catalogues, circulars, folders, samples, form-
letters, insert sheets, and in some lines, order books, may be used
successfully in a follow-up system. Each has a special value at
times in interesting the reader. After the prospective customer
seems interested or co imunication is established with him, the
average cost of the follow-up system is estimated to be from two
and one-third c.zits to three cents. This expenditure often takes
the place of commercial travellers, who are able to cover but a
limited field and t o see but a certain number of customers per day.
The average cost for the order of customer of dealer secured by
a tr^ellingmai is estimated to be one dollar. For this sum the
follow-up system will communicate with thirty-three prospective
customers. The percentage of orders secured from these prospective
customers will vary from twenty-five to fifty. Bad print ig and a
weak follow-up system is comparable to a poor salesman. The ob-
ject of the follow-up system is to obtain patronage for the
smallest expenditure of time and effort. Some important factors
in a successful system are: Judicious distribution; an original,
attractive, neat, stylish cover with due regard for material from
which it is made; simple, interesting, convincing, short and clev-
erly written text; appropriate use of the negative at least a few
times for additional effectiveness of argument; good, standard
paper; close attention to typography and page arrangement, and good
printing; a neatly "gotten up" bocklet so it will be worth showing
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to others, and the sending of a short note alone with it. Due
consideration must "be given to e.rvelope and a fiind should "be se-
lected that exactly fits and matches the p;.per used, or the one
that makes a strong comb inat ion of colors.
The follow-up literature to "be most effective should
reach the prospective customer on the days when his "business con-
respondence is lightest. Tuesday is the "best day for this purpose
and Wednesday is next best. The economic advantages of a persist-
ent, well-planned and convincing follow-up system for an appro-
priate business makes it popular with many firms.
"When properly used as the salesman's assistant, as an
attractive connecting link between the producer and the buyer of
the goods, because it can be sent to the exact persons, where it is
likely to do the most good, because it gets close t o the consumer
and possesses an indescribable
,
yet plainly-felt influence, the
follow-up system promises to maintain its present sta ding as an
effective advertising method.
CIRCUL ARS
.
The media of the follow-up systems are often utilized
independently. This is true of circulars, which are generally
unpopular on account of large waste in distribution, although,
judicious distribution in a section or locality particularly sus-
ceptible, on account of the absence of i.iedia performing similar
funct ionsjwould prove very effective.
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H A IT D BILLS.
The same criticism may be r.ia&e about hand-bills, which
have been replaced largely by newspaper advertisements. These
have proved more effective substitutes in cities, but in small
towns and villages, the hand-bills still fulfil the advertising
mission of the daily newspapers.
AL1IA1TACS
.
Almanacs were first introduced in England but they have
been most extensively made use of in the United States. For cer-
tain business enterprises such as proprietary medicines, they are
regarded as one of the best, if not the best, media of advertising
regardless of the cheap manner in which they are printed and the
careless way in which they are distributed.
S A II P L 3 S .
Samples are subject to a larg anount of waste owing to
the ineffective methods of. distri" utation. Well established rep-
utable distributing companies are able to prevent a certain amount
of this waste by more careful disposal among the wholesaler, the
retailer and the general public,, recognizing that a field once
covered thoroughly and effectively, yields small return to subse-
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qu-nt efforts.
NOVELTIES.
The innumerable articles
,
classed as advertising novelties,
form an increasing per cent, of advertising appropriations, since
they are recognized as having an advertising value. Some of the
firms that manufacture these novelties assert that no other
media can be employed with equal profit in certain lines of busi-
nes . The most profitable novelties are usually th^ best ones
and are appropriately adapted to the business in which t"^ey
are used.
The novelties may serve as a forerunner or intro-
ducer of the travelling salesman and, if meritorious in char-
acter, are valuable adjuncts to other forms of publicity. The
principal purpose of novelties is to call to mind the arti-
cle or the firm whose announcement it may bear, and to Keep
the name of such product or company within the view of the
purchaser.
CALENDARS .
The calendar strives for similar results, and if attractive
enough to be retained, is a popular means of calling attention
to its legend repeatedly during the year. The popular distri-
bution of calendars has been carried to such an extent that
considerable waste has resulted.
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BI OTTER S
.
The blotter as well as the calendar is a useful article
and if a "business concern can keep its name "before a desirable
customer by its distribution, the final result nay be, in some
cases at least, a conversion of a possible or occasional purchaser
into a steady customer.
MISCSLLA IT SO U S D I S T R I B U I I V E
ADVERT I S I IT G
.
This thesis on account of limited space must exclude such
media as fly-leaves of books, program and score cards, business and
political cards, fans, picture cards, post-cards, telegrams, coupois
etc. The common use of wrapping paper, however, calls for an
appropriate quotation from the Chicago* Gazette , which in as
follows: "Most people are extremely averse t o carryin g a package
upon which is a store's conspicuous advertisement, oft«n so much
as to absolutely avoid making further purchases."
.
STATIONARY ADVERTISING.
The national expenditure for advertising^ while be in g de-
voted largely to distributive media, leaves a fairly large and in-
creasing proportion of the remainder to stationary advert i s ii g.
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The bill-board is commonly considered the leading medium
of this second division of advertising. The poster, while one of
the oldest forms of publicity, did not assume any high standard
until the appearance of Cheret's posters in Prance about 1867.
Since that time, despite stormy opposition and legislation the
poster has increased and has improved in quality as an advertising
medium. The opposition to it has resulted in its higher moral and
artistic standard and the removal of objectionable language from
the contents of the poster. These improvements have permitted this
method of business publicity to increeise in value until now it is
estimated that $75 ,000, 000. cO is expended annually for bill-board
advertising. This advertising is fostered by the Associated Bill
Posters' arid distributors of the United Stages and Canada. This
association has established a strict censorship over all advertise-
ments which are posted upon the bill-boards belonging to its members.
R. .J. Gunning, of the Gunning system of Chicago, expressed the
attitude of his fellow-members of this society in a letter to the
writer as follows:
"In this connection it might not be out of the way for me
to state that our standard is constantly increasing. The grade of
our work and of the pictorial designs are really works of art. We
have always refrained from painting upon our bulletin boards adver-
tisements of any objectionable nature. Many of the patent medi-
.cines, which give objectionable testimonials and statements which are
printed in all of the leading and best newspapers in the country,
are refused by us, wherein t ey refer in any manner to the treat-
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ment of the diseases of men and women. If we would permit this
class of medicine makers to occupy our "boards, we could hardly
supply the demand for space.
"The writer in conversing with one of the school princi-
pals in this city a short time ago was informed that a class of
young pupils were requested to bring in a sketch of familiar ob-
jects or scenes, and to his surprise a very large per cent- of the
drawings were taken from cut painted advertisements upon tin
"boards adjacent to his school house.
"I do not think tint we make claims that cannot be sub-
stantiated when we state that our high grade designs and color
schemes are not alone exceedingly attractive, but have been the
basis and incentive to the
-initiative development of artistic
natures to the younger people in the cities where plants of this
nature exist."
It is estimated by Prof. Y/alter Dill Scott, an advertis-
ing authority of the Worth Western University faculty, that eighty-
fi" percent, of the public are uninterested and irresponsive to
appeals of a sympathetic nature made from "bill-boards.
The indifference of the public to this method of business
enlighhnemt is, however, partially overcome "by a "bright, attract*
ive, cheerful, forceful design compined with a catchline, printed
in harmonious colors and easily remembered. A j-o ster of this kind
is easy to look at and difficult to avoid, "because its large size
makes it like a "search light in darkness . " It drills deep into tie
memory of the passer-by some story, name, phrase or trade-mark
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until it becomes a pa,rt of the sub-conscious knowledge of the erst-
while stranger.
The poster is the ""brass "band of an advertising campaign."
It tells its storjr in a most effective manner, when it utilizes
but few words and a direct, affirmative command. The pictorial
art has a special value when associated with these few words, for
then the whole story may be comprehended at a glance. Illust-
rations must not be too stiff, ummatural and mechanical* but must
be attractive and devoid of gaudy or repulsive features.
An attractive poster from a psychological standpoint
is valuable for its big, sudden effect. The first blow is pal-
pable, but frequent sight of the same poster causes it t o become
less noticea.ble. The effectiveness of bill-boards is greatest when
it is used with newspaper and magazines, although bill-boards as
neighborhood media are quite a pulling force in themselves, if
properly used.
The future of bill-board advertising promises a rapid
development similar to that of the past forty years. The adver-
tiser is more and more to recognize the fact that out-door adver-
tising should bear the same relations to streets, buildings, etc.,
as decorations to the interior of a house.
The tendency toward better service is noticeable almost
everywhere, and with improving conditions and under proper rest-
rictions and regulations, bill-boards will continue to be a po-
tential factor on account of tisa large size, small cost, and ar -
istic effect.
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LANDSCAPE ADVERT I SING
.
One of the most distasteful and unpopular methods of
publicity is that of desecrating the works of nature to convert
such things as handsome rocks into bill-boards. This practice has
been very extensive, but the desecration lias progressed to such
an extent that laws are now coming to Nature's e.ssista.nce in main-
taining the beauty of our landscapes.
DEAD WALLS.
The use of dead walls was one of the earliest, as it has
been one of the : :ost popular forms of conspicuous advertising.
The size, permanency, possible attractiveness, and im-
pressive qualities of a wall sign have caused it to be adopted as
one of the staple forms, for which large sums are expended an-
nually. The same objections applicable to bill-boards are equally
forcible when considering dead-walls.
PAVEMENT S
.===
The city pavements are said at certain places to r esemble
prostrate si&n-"boards . Pavements have been utilized to a great
extent the past few years for a.dvert ising, either permanent or
temporary in character. The value of this kind of publicity lies
in its size, attractive power and its effectiveness as a guide to
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the location of a business house.
THEATER CURT A I US.
The theater curtain advertisement is out of place and
should go, "because the public does not care to read the same signs
night after night and year after year. Hotel registers, business
cards, and business directories to a less extent are coming into
disfavor with the merchants and are being discriminated against
by their associations.
ADVERGRAPTT
.
The a.dvergraph is an automatic device operated by its own
mechanism. A small electric motor unrolls twenty-different post-
ers, one after another, each being displayed nine minutes.
It is claimed for the advergraph that its economizes
n-oace, trouble and expense and that it solves the problem of making
the most of scarce and costly space.
1 HSOI DISPLAYS .
A publication called Brains on October 21, 1899, esti-
mated that there were 750,000 store fronts in the United States,
and another authority placed the cost of window display arrangements
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at §75,000,000.00. Within the past few decades, window decorating
has become recognized as an art, and experts in this line now re-
ceive excellent salaries for their work. Window displays merely
supplement the advertisement in newspapers. A vigorous and skill-
fully executed advertising campaign, hacked up "by a fine window
display, is an immense factor in the successful solicitation of
bi siness and especially holiday trade. To be sure, the material
used is different, hut the same principles, which make an advertise-
ment effective in a newspaper, makes a good one in the window.
It is well for the merchant to remember"make the most of
your windows and you will find more to do in the store". Retail
shops of modern size find it profitable to cliange window displays
about twice a week, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday are the
days for displays of moderate ; riced goods owing to the working
people's tour of inspection and purchase. The other days are de-
voted to higher class goods.
Dr. Sidney Sherman, formerly of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, in an article in 1900, forcibly sumned up the value of the
window display as follows:
"In retail merchandizing store and window display is sec-
ond only to newspapers in its importance as a means of advertising.
The spacious and well-lighted store, with convenient floor plan the
systematic and attractive arrangement of ;_;oods upon shelves and
counters, plainly linked with the name and price, the general
neatness of the clerks and surroundings all act as a standing in-
vitation to the public to come in and buy. Special displays in
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par.els of the interior of street-cars, ir.terurban, suburban cars,
etc
.
Street-car advertisement s have een in existence for about
twenty-five years, "but the advertisers "began to r gard them a s a
standard medium with the invention in 1889 of the common curved
carrack. By 1903 the annual expenditure for this method of pub-
lic enlightenment had increased to 05,000,000. The growth and hand-
ling of advertising of this hind since 1315 has caused it to be
thoroughly systematized, and consolidated in the hards of a few
companies, which purchase the advertising rights of the street car
corporation by the year.
In cost and circulation of street-car advertising there
are some surprising figures based on the work of the census bureau.
About 32,000 closed street-cars are operated in the United State:;,
each of which is replaced by an open ca.r in the summer. In 1902
there were paid in the whole country 4,774,211,904 cash street car
fares without tre,nsf ers-f or perhaps eeventy-five per cent, of these
fares represent two rides--gives 401 passengers per day to each
car, or 146,365 per car per year. Por ^150,000 it is possible to
maintain a card in each of these cars for a whole year.
These cards are not only expected to attract a tention,
b t to hold it and then to convince. If this can be done, street-
car advertising becomes an independent medium sufficient in itself
to sell goods. While these cards are often made amusing by means
of jingles and nonsense, the average car advertisement gives too
much fun, too many colors, too little tyi e; ;oo much design and too
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the stores are ma.de at 'openings, 1 held at seasonable times.
Crowds throng the stores on such occasions."
OTHER VfJLZ P ^fLS, A D V ERI I S B M E I T S .
Window posters, window cards, and show cards are valuable
factors in producing the best results from displays. The window
cards are often an announcement of sane event and not necessarily
convey any information about the store in which it is placed. It
does not mar the effectiveness of a window display because of its
.
small size, and placed in attractive surroundings, receives an
unusual amount of notice.
LITHOGRAPHS
.
A carefully prepared lithograph placed in attractive sur-
roundings exerts influence similar to that of the window card.
A descriptive and forcible picture should be given the most prom-
inence in the lithograph, yet there should be a considerable por -
•tion of space devoted to appropriate descriptive matter.
STREET - CAB ADVERT I S IIS ,
Under the caption of street-car advertising is included
all advertisements of a similar nature to those found upon the
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little reason. It fails to clinch, as the Sapolio people them-
selves acknowledged by their own advertising. "Spotless Town"
methods did not profitably market that article and when Kai d Sap-
olio was introduced a complete change of tactics was resorted to.
A common fault with street-car advertisements is that they fail
to tell why the goods should he "bought. While it is difficult to
check the returns tc this form of advertising it enjoys a, valuable
and increasing patronage on account of uniform display, prominence
of position, the advantage of color and the susceptibility of the
patrons of the car line.
Large exterior signs fastened to the top part of the car,
street-car transfers and street-car tickets are minor street-car
advertising media.
MI SCELLAITSOUS SIGHS.
Miscellaneous signs of various kinds some-what resemble
those found on the exterior of street-cars. 31ectric signs are one
of the leading kinds classed under this heading. They are only of
recent origin and while easily varied as to content, are stationary.
The cost of maintenance is said to be slightly less for the change-
able signs, t an for the stationary kind, because the former have
on an average only seven or eight lights to the letter, while the
latter have twelve to fourteen. The purchasing public has higher
regard for the merchant who is not afraid to apply bright white
lights to his store. Considerable skill is requisite for an ef-
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fective arrangement of the lights.
SB A JDJO V3 .
A peculiar feature of an advertising campaign v:as ti.at of
the shadow advertisements in the Chicago tunnel* viiiich advertise-
ments were declared unprofitable by the \Yashi gton Shirt .'o., after
they had tried this i.iethod for some time.
STEESOPTICOli A IT D B I ft 6 E A P H ..
A consideration of the stereopticon and biograph indi-
cates that the former has had a greater existence as an advertising
medium and that it is especially adapted to the use of advertising
lands. The latter, however surpasses it in value for advertising
on account of the actual life-like and movable qualities, which
make the biograph so valuable and realistic.
PERSONAL ADVERT I S I IT G
.
Personal advertisers are all individual persons, who
by their voices, gestures, or other actions, by wearing or carry-
ing advertisements, or by showing goods which they carry with them,
attract the desired attention. This class of advertising represent
atives ?„rc still to be found in large, though decreasing numbers.
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They appear in one form or another such as the sandwich
men, guides, pedlars, etc. The most important class of advertis-
ing done by the media of this kind is that of the commercial sales-
man
.
There are about 300,000 of these salesmen, whose business
expenditures are estimated as high as .-'.700,000,000, :-;350,000, 000
of which is spent for publicity purposes. Some large business
houses have discarded drummers altogether anc. sell their goods by
means of catalogues and tie follow-up system} which to a limited
extent tends to eliminate the commercial traveller. It can be
stated more truthfully that the f ollow-ir. systems are a valuable
assistance to the commercial men in procuring an increased number
of orders and in establishing the trade of a company. It is true,
however, that the producer by advertising direct to the consumer,
with an established trade-mark as an asset, suffers not as much
as the non-advertiser in lo:;s of prestige due to trace combinations,
competition and adverse influence of "drummers" and retailers.
The store salesman are classed under the division "Personal Ad-
vertising" to the extent that 1hey, like co.mercia.1 travellers, in-
fluence the customer to purchase a certain kind of goods either
by verbally explaining the superiority of that kind or by demon-
strating it.
D E LI IT S T R A T I IT 5
.
Demonstrations of products of the industrial world have
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bocome very common; Young women have "been so extensively employed
in this "business , that a national school of demonstration was es-
tablished at Boston, Massachusetts, a few years ago. The effect-
iveness of demonstrations seem to indicate that, as in the case of
samples, each subsequent covering of a specific territory j_ s aL a
relatively higher cost per demonstration owing to a decreasing per
cent* of results. The fact that over 10,000 persons have been em-
ployed annually in this business during recent years, indicates
its effectiveness and profitableness of demonstrations.
I IT D I R E C T ADVERT I SIiIG
.
By indirect advertising, the fourth kind in our clas-
sification is meant those kinds which are not paid for directly as
advertising. Innumerable methods of indirect advertising amount
to millions and millions of dollars an. ually. A thesis disevssing
"Social Justification of Advertising", cannot go into detail about
-he media of indirect advertising further than to ennumerate some
of the topics, which might be capable of further development.
Some of them are fre .-write-ups; large, beaut ifrl and imposing
business buildings; adoption of articles designed or made by spec-
ialists; the presentation of large gifts; the inspection of ideal
manufacturing plants; publicity gained from engagement in waT"; bul-
letin service of war, athletic and other interesting events; the
telantrograph, a modern advertising device sometimes classed as
first cousin to the telegraph .and the telephone; trading stamps,
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temporary stimulators of trade; united States govei cment souvenir
stamps; expositions, exhibit ions, exhibits, fairs, carnivals and
similar attractions; entertainments of innumerable varrlties in
departments stores or under management of business concerns, in-
cluding theaters, vaudeville performance
,
play-grov/nds
,
special
music, ponies, and merry-go-rounds, paintings b artists, concerts,
chalk talhs, rides on minature electric rchiway? and a great var-
iety of similar attractions; use of articles by famous men su ch as
pianos by pianaists, art galleries; trade-conventions, such
the semi-annual furniture dealers' and buyers' conventions; athlet-
ic victories; unusual acts and deeds, and exposures of illegal
and non-ethical business practices, (insurance and Standard Oil
Companies
.
)
The expansion of these ideas offered to any person con-
cerning the value of advertising as a social, industrial and pol-
itical factor shows its universal effect on conditions in general.
Owing to the v/riters definition of a,dver.ising his dis-
cussion will be confined to this consideration of the value of
advertising in selling goods. The subject of indirect advertising
is therefore of comparatively small importance, in the present thes
is and calls for no further discussion.
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ATT ITU DE E G V S R IT M E IT T A L I IT S T I T U -
T I U S TOWARDS ADVERTISING.
I g T E R IT A T I JLJLAii A D V E R T I S I IT G .
Many kinds of advertising are utilized by American mer-
chants in marketing their goods in foreipi countrres. A large
amount of this publicity is regarded by international trade au-
thorities as unprofitable and detrimental to the commercial in-
terests of the United States. It is for this reason that the
federal government, by assisting in the support of international
fairs, and through its counsuls and commercial agents, has at-
tempted to suggest remedies for present advertising practices
abroad. These recommendations take into account the indirect evil
effects of the American stj'le of advertising and generally suggest
the following reforms: (1) A little more pluck and adaptability,
combined with a knowledge of foreign language, tariff and trade
requirements; (2) An absence of prejudice against the metric and
decimal systems as well as foreign credit practices; (3) A desire
tc accommodate as far as is possible the buyer abroad, and w hen
consistent with one's own interests, to consult the buyers con -
venience, not the producers. (4) A recognition of the fact that to
advertise products profitably, you must address the buyer in his
own tongue and writing, and be represented abroad by agents cap-
able of i ddressing the native in his own language, which ii vari-
ably appeals more forcibly to him than a foreign tongue; (5) Elim-
inat e the advertising media printed in the English language unless
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appealing to an English audience and thus save a la ge perc ntage
of the foreign advertisement appropriation; (6) A prompt execution
of orders, goods packed according to the desire of the customer,
a thorough knowledge of consular invorces, specifications, and a-
bove all, the shipment of goods in an irreproachable conditi on.
These reforms do much to remedy present evil advertising effects
resulting from fail re to comply with such requirement s
.
The Americans have suffered to an unusual extent on ac-
count of non-observance of one or more of the six classes of re-
form, but he United States government seems at last to be reform-
ing its international advertisers by co-operating with the ex-
porters in bettering American advertising conditions abroad.
g A T I OH AL A D V E R T I S^I IT G .
Considered internationally, the nation's trade depends
largely upon individual pushing in various lines with the assist-
ance of the federal government, while considered nationally the
nation booms its resources and products rather than any individual
'11siness. In order to do this taxes are sometimes levied upon the
people, as in the cane of Canada, which has spent several hundred
thousand dollars annually to inform residents of the United States
and other countries about its resources and people.
The United Stat s government has not adopted the practice
of taxing its citizens for advertising purposes, except in cases
of international or national expositions, but the States offer
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examples of this practice. The legislatures of Nebraska, Oregon,
and Georgia are among those which have adopted this practice.
All states levy taxes for expositions, at which tVeir resources
are often attractively displayed. State advertising at present
is in a chaotic condition hut the dawn of a "brighter, more profit-
able and wiser future seems to be approaching. Safer methods more
aggressiveness, and persistent, continuous, sincere and resonable
praise of the political, industrial, social and economical condi-
tions of the states result in successful and encouraging returns.
The chaotic conditions characteristic of state advertis-
ing ap;l3'" also to the county and municipality. Briefly summarized,
in order that the county or municipality may reap rewards of a
permanent, profitable and desirable nature, they must observe the
following rule: Just as the most progressive and successful busi-
ness firms are those whose publicity forms the biggest segment of
their business circle, so in the course of municipalities, the long-
est forward strides are made by those which intelligently dis-
seminate particulars of what they can offer to attract capital or
population.
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| E 'J jfyj ^ M E C_ H A IT T jl AMD
ADVER TIS ING
.
Associations of merchants very commonly relieve the
! muncipality or county from the advertisement of their superior
advantages, and resources. In order to enlighten an interested
public they appeal to them through newspapers, magazines, other
perodical journals, through pamphlets, booklets, circulars, leaf-
lets, exhibits, letters and other media.
Many municipal advertising campaigns are supplemented by
features peculiar t o a city or locality, such as the Indian war
dances at Hobart , Okla. Various attractions are offered to draw
people to a town or city. These attractions may be for the direct
purpose of adding to the population, or they may be for the pur-
pose of bringing trade to the city or town. Besides offering these
attractions merchants often resort to accommodations of customers
to secure their patronage. Railroad or street-car fare is often
refunded and the trader's team is taken care ofj rest rooms are
provided for the out-of-town buyers ;nd numerous other methods are
adopted to please and satisfy this class of purchasers.
Competition has caused the merchants11 .ssociat ions to pro-
tect themselves by these direct and indirect methods of advertising.
These methods have resulted in a noticable development in adver-
tising campaigns carried on by commercial organizations. A common
method for the business man is to answer and to write his corres-
pondence on statiorery, the back of which exploits the advantages



North Main from Washington
XOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS— It's Commercial
Manufacturing, Educational, and Social Advantages
Jefferson Street loo:
west from Main
king r
BLOOM INGTON, located in the center of the greatest agricultural district in the Unitei
States, with ten diverging trunk railway lines, offers special advantages to manufacturers an
jobbers, being one of the best distributing points in the state, and, including Normal, has a popula
Hon of 37,000 people.
Our manufacturing interests are diversified, no special lines being carried on to the exclusio
of others. First, we may mention the mammoth shops of the Chicago & Alton Railroad, which
employ from 1,600 to 2,000 men in the various departments. They have invested in the city n
less than $5,000,000 ; their employes alone would make a city of 8,000. We have two Furnac
Foundries employing 250 men; two Stove Foundries employing 200 men: 75 people are employee
in a Medicine Factory; 150 people are employed by one Printing and Stationery Company; and J
others doing a thriving business; a Pickling Company employs 25 men in the manufacture of vinegar and pack
of pickles, using the entire crop of 350 acres. Bloomington has the largest Nurseries in the state, comprising o|
1,000 acres, necessitating the employment of 600 persons; a Caramel Factory employs 250 people; and 150
in other candy factories; 75 are employed in an Overall Factory; four Wood-working establishments employ I
men; eight Brick Yards employ 500 men and manufacture 50,000,000 brick annually; one Brewery employs!
men; eighteen Cigar Factories employ 500 people; the Pork Packing Company employs 150 men; two Flour !
two Feed Mills employ 150 men; a factory manufacturing Grocers' Specialties employs 25 people; a Canning Fj
tory employs 500 people during their season, and uses the product of 3.000 acres; Builders and Contractors emp!
1,000 men; a Coal Shaft employs 500 men and hoists 700 tons per day; one Vehicle Manufacturing Plant employ^
150 men; a Sun-Bonnet Factory employing 60 people; one Portable Elevator Company, employing 50 men; a GJ
Iron Foundry employing 10 men; while there are boiler-works, marble works, gas factories, gate factories,
]
heating and electric light plants, and a very large number of other establishments which employ hundreds, if
J
thousands, more.
Our'Wholesale Grocers. Farm Machinery, Dry Goods, Confectioners, Flour Mills, Hardware and Mill-wri§{
operate in several states and are among the largest jobbers in Illinois.
We have seven banks—three National and four State—with a combined capital and surplus of $1,700,000..
and deposits of $5,000,000,00.
Bloomington is the home of over 350 commercial travelers.
Our Newspapers cover the field more thoroughly than any in the state outside of Chicago.
We have eight good Hotels— two being new— fire-proof and first-class in every respect.
The Public Schools of Bloomington are the pride of its citizens, and their high degree of excellency is rec
nized by educators everywhere. We have one high, twelve grammar, three parochial and several private schoc
5,000 pupils and 120 teachers; a commercial college, a college of oratory and a college of music.
The Illinois Wesleyan University, founded in 1853, numbering a faculty of twenty-one and an attendance
500 students. It affords a curriculum (preparatory and collegiate) which is both satisfactory and thorough.
Located at Normal, two miles from our court house and connected by an electric railway, is the State Norri
University, which has long been known as one of the best institutions in the Union for the education of teachd
The Illinois Soldiers' Orphans' Home is also located at Normal.
Bloomington has thirty-two churches of varied denominations.
The magnificent situation of Bloomington, in the center of the richest agricultural regions of the world, ma.
its future growth a certainty. It has a reputation throughout the west second to none of its size for being v
lighted, well paved, and for its pure water. It is the birth-place of the improved form of brick paving, and at pi
ent no city of its size has as many miles of brick pavement.
We have three large parks, one of the best selected puDlic libraries in the state, and several law libraries ; {
commercial club rooms, two opera houses and several commodious public halls, and a fine electric car syste
having twenty miles of track.
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Envelopes on the unaddressed side are also commonly used for the
same purpose as in the case of Bloomington, I] inois.
The advertising benefits of the Chambers of Commerce and sim-
ilar societies, however, are more evident when one considers the
vast sums of money that are saved to the merchant by prohibit-
ing him from contributing to wasteful advertising enterprises,
and doubtful charity propositions.
The success of these associations, which are found in
many cities of Illinois and other states, is shown by the letter
from the secretary of the Galesburg Retail Merchants' association,
which is inclosed.
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(Teorge Ch,apin,
Champaign, 111.
Dear Sir:
Your
.refully noted, as
letter of December 14th. is at hand and contents
per your request I will endeavor to answer your
Questions relative to the action taken by the Galesburg Retail Merchants
mssociation on Unprofitable Advertising. During the Fall and Winter Months
fbf 1^01, as Secretary of the Galesburg Association I volunteered to can-
vass the City Business Districts and collect data iffor an Article on Un-
profitable Advertising. This paper was afterwards read at our Annual meet-
ing held on January 215-1902.
I called on Merchants of all lines, large and small in order to
make an honest comparison, in each and every instance the Merchants
jvero asked to refer to their Expense Account for the Year 1901, the re-
sults were startling and proved an eye opener to the entire Association
Membership.
During this Canvass I encountered many is ting conditions,
frill only make mention of two or three as time and space will not permit
lengthy remarks. In one case the Firm had done a 'crifle less than $>14,000
worth of Business for the Year, the Advertising Expense Account showed
that after deducting for Hews Paper Ads, and Strictly Individual Adver-
tising, theJUl^ still remained nearly $480 to bo divided up among scores
of other forms, principally Programs of many kinds, Foreign Canvassers
Soliciting Advertising, Fraternal Societies, Prize Donations, Church Fairs
and Ticket Sellers of all kinds.
IH Case two I found a Firm Ranking Third in their Line who had during
the year contributed $200 to one Medium alone and a total of Several
Hundred Dollars to scores of others. In case Three upon cativassing the
Ticket Questional Learned that a Society from one of the Smaller Churches
had sent out Canvassers with positive Instructions that Two Hundred Ticket
fliust be sold to the Business lien, and it is well to remember that there
are twenty-five Churches in the City. Ticket Committees for the so called
Church Fairs, Bazaars, Contest Prizes, Benevolent Societies, Industrial,
Organizations, Ben ofit Ball Tickets, Raffles, and many other kinds were
as common callers as the Postman, in short the average Merchant would
contribute from $5.00 to $10.00 per week to these classes alone.
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These facts proved the foundation of united action by the Retaiil-
^Merchants Association against indiscriminate Advertising and Donations.
.During the year 1902-3 Cc 4 we can truthfully say that this Association
,with its 200 Henbers< has saved our Business Interests more than §10,000
per Year. In some Individual cases large Merchants have saved from §500
"to .S1000 per year. The Classified list (fo^nd elsewhere) as originally
acted upon has been largely increased until now it practically covers
•everything but the News Papers and strictly Individual Advertising Methods.
£Et is a Positive and almost daily proven fact that no Professional Adver-
tising Solicitor from out of town, can secure any Business from our Mcr*-
chants until he has an endorsement from our Association Secretary, in
~frh~
torn of a letter authorised by our Advisory Committee. During these
three years only two Such Letters have been issued, one to "The Gale"
of Knox College and the other to the ,fM.E. Church Chautauqua^ these were
jboth given in the year 1902 and before our plans were completely matured.
Since that time Hundreds of Foreign Solicitors have been compelled to
aeave the City without any success in their lines
In several - instances both the Secretary and Association has been
threatened in various ways. Large Chicago and Hew York Advertising
Agencies have sent some of their best material to this City to endeavor
to break the agreement entered into between our Merchants. I recollect
jjpne instance in particular where their representative said the Firm he
represented backed by other similar concerns would spend Ten Thousa nd
Dollars in order to wreck the Galesburg Retail Merchants Association, as
It interfered largely with their Business not alone in Galesburg, but
in various parts of thlg^fpate, another coterie of Gentleman stated
that it was in their power to make Galesburg a place to be abhored by
all intelligent and fair dealing Classes, but Galesburg is still on " the
Official State 1'iap and doing Business at the old stand.
A Telegram is on file in this Office signed by the Management at
Home Office of the"Dry Goods Econimisfin ITew York City
,
(probably the
largest Trade Journal in the United States), stating that One Hundred
Fifty Telegrams had been sent to ail parts of the United States relative
to some of the most vicious Trade Abuses, the replies indicate that there
are but two or three Cities out of the One Hundred Fifty that are as well
protected against these Trade Abuses in general as this City is.
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Our Association experiences no difficulty whatever in checking out-
side Canvassers, who come here to solicit Advertising under all kinds
of disguise. During the past two weeks we have forced four different
Solicitors of this kind to abandon their work in our City. It is true
they were partly successful in a very few cases with Hew Merchants, due
wholly to the fact that they were canvassing in the so called interests
of different Churches.
As an inducement small cash donatio?is had been made for the privilege
of using the Church Names for prestige during their Canvass. They also
secured letters of endorsement from the Pastor and Officers of the
idles Aid Society, but in spite of these alluring co?iditions they were
unsuccessful and incidentally this Association still retains the Good
Will and Moral Support of the different Pastors and Mwabers of these
same Churches.
This can only be accomplished in the following manner: as the occas-
sion requires, I make a personal call and explain the method and purpose
of the impostor, to the Pastor and Officers of the Church interestedand
in every instance they readily acquiesce in our plan of checking these
putside Canvassers, The stamping out of these Commercial Leeches then
becomes an easy matter.
Association plan of proceedure, every Member when called upon by
any Advertising Solicitor or Canvasser (excepting Legitimate work of
the Local Hews Papers) first inquires carefully into the details of plan
proposed, then they ask if the Medium is endorsed by the Retail Merchants
Association, if not they refer the party to Association Secretary with
the kind invitation to call on them again. The Merchants contend that a
worthy Medium will bear investigation and be benefitted thereby, if un-
worthy no one desires its circulation*
After the Canvasser has left., the Member instantly notifies the
Se cretary's Office, it then becomes my immediate duty to ferret down the
Man or Woman and their proposition. I do not hesitate to say that practi-
cally in every instance we have proven that they practiced unfair methods,
such as Deceit, Untruthfulness, Charity Cause, Gross misrepresentation,
Throats, Hon-fulfillment of Contracts, Unsatisfactory settlements with
Advertisers, Publishers, Churches and various Organizations interested.
During the past three years several Hundred of these* foreign and Local
Professional Solicitors and Beggars unworthy of patronage and support
have been successfully disposed of.
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Standing with Local Associations. 11 The Daily Bulletin Court Publication is the Official Court Reporter and Financial News-gatherer and is a Part of the Illinois Credit Rating Book Service.
letail Merchants' Association of Illinois has Adopted the Galesburg Credit Rating System as the Official State Standard Uniform Retail Credit Guide. Eleven State and Three National Conventions
tail Grocers. Merchants, Business and Professional Men have Unanimously Endorsed and Recommended the Galesburg Credit Rating System for Local and State Adoption all over the United States
Galesburc, III., „ 190.Dec. 17, * 4
it » mist not be understood and ve caution you to not leave the impression
that our Merchants, Business and Professional Ken refuse assistance to
the Churches, Colleges, and Charity Organizations, quite the contrary,
our Merchants and Business Ken have the reputation of generous liberality
in supporting these varied Institutions with regular interval cash
donations.
During the past year I have been solicited many tines by different
Trade Journals asking ne to supply Articles on Association Work for Pub-
lication, I feel it my duty to first of all furnish such to the Journal «
of the Retail Merchants Association of Illinois and owing to the numerous
inquiries received at this Office, relative to this sane Subject, I have
practically decided to comply to the request of the Editor of said Jour-
nal the topic to be "Unprofitable Advertising". This will pfcooably
appoar in the December Issue and will contain a History of the progress
of the work as carried on by the Galesburg Association.
Accompanying this letter you will find a printed sheet explaining
the Origin of this work, which was drafted in 1902, since that time the
classified list has been largely increased until at present time the
Association recognizes ITews Paper Advertising as gilt edged, also Individ-
ual originality in attractive Sheet or Pamphlet Pom with only one Firms
Advertisements thereon, these two are supreme, Bill Boards are considered
valuable but entirely to expensive for the average Merchant. For further
information I advise £ou to call on Mr. George Rose, Secretary of the
Bttall Merchants Association of your City. j
Hop ing-t^ri^niiriTlTfirrn^sh you yene ^sire^^'nTpTnatyoni l73p, /
7// /riowas very truly/
TJelfe V/.
P.S.- J should be pleased to receiv* a
hands/in whatever form/it vmy be p/inte
this.
g Retail
/our/ Arti
ing you in
i
^7
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While the Galesburg letter indicates and suggests the great
saving of advertising waste brought about by these merchants' asso-
ciations, the full text of the Peoria Retail Merchants' association
is inclosed in order to show just what kinds of advertising
are discriminated against. The resolution is as follows:
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RESOLUTION.
I.
Y/hcreas at a regular meeting of this Association held on
January 28, 1902 the foil owing Resolution was passed by unanimous
vote:
The following Resolutions were offered "by Mr. Lee:
"Resolved, thr inasmuch as small advertising, such as
school, fraternal, society, musical and church programmes is an
expensive way of advertising and does not bring about the good
results that other advertisi g does, and that the buying of tickets
to fairs, sociables, balls and other entertainments, for which the.
Merchants are cortinuotisly solicited, is an evil that ought to be
suppressed, therefore be it
"Resolved, that the Merchants agree to discontinue adver-
tising as before mentioned and stop the buying of Tickets."
After some discussion, this Resolution was voted upon and
unanimously p: ssed with the following amendments, namely:
"That the Corn Carnival Premium list be r ot included in
the programmes that we are ot to advertise in," and
"Whereas, we believe the same has been instrumental in
saving to the Retail Merchants of this City a large sum of money,
which would have been spent on injudicious advertising propositions,
and
"
T
.T;ierea.s , benefits have been realized, yet there exists in
the minds of some of cur members a doubt as to "h.ere to draw the
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line, "be it therefore •
"Resolved, that the following items "be and are hereby
declared to be injudicious advertising propositions, and that our
members refrain from patronizing the same:
Programmes of all kinds, viz:
Chautauqua
Opera House
Race Course
Scoring Card
Circus Day
Field Day
Base Ball
Foot Ball
Laoor jyay
Special Day Celebration
national Holiday Celebration
Excursion Day Programmes
Foreign Canvassers soliciting advertising of all kinds."
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Hotel Registers and Bulletin Play Card Adv. of all kinds.
Advertising in Society and Trade Directories.
All Religious and Professional and Educational publications
not approved by the Advisory Committee.
Donations to Church Pairs, Bazaars, Suppers & Social
benefits of all kinds.
Donations to contest prizes of all kinds, excepting such
as nay be recommended by the Advisory Committee
.
Tickets for Raffles : nd Lotteries of all kinds.
Ticke s to any entertainments by any society or Organi-
zation, regardless of Sex, Clans, Creed, or Social
Organization.
"We believe for the better observance of the above Resol-
ution it is reconme ded:
1st: Tha^ all calls for Charity should be referred to the
Associated Charities,
2nd: Parties offering tickets for sale should be referred
to the Secretary of the local Association.
3rd: Solicitors for advertising on any of the foregoing
propositions or other similar advertising, should be referred to
the local Secretary, to be presented to the Advisory Committee, by
the first and all the merchants so solicited.
4th: Each member should consider it his duty to aid in
keeping out all manner of fakes who enter the City, and pay no
Taxes, and the Secretary's attention called thereto.
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5th: Recdmmend the appointment of a secret Advisory Com-
mittee of throe "by the President, to act with the Secretary on all
matters pertaining to the above, and any matter not having their
approval not to be patronized by the me bers of this Association.
6th: Upon adoption of the foregoing a copy of same to be
placed in the hands of each member of the Association together
with a card enumerating the items which will not be patronized.
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The present benefits accruing from the policies pursued
"by commercial associations have demonstrated that these association
are a valuable factor in the trade-world, and are of great value
to the business man, because of their stand on the advertising
question. The restriction of wasteful advertising is growing more
effective yet there remains an important measure taken, that is
the selection of an impartial and competent committee to invest-
igate and to determine accurately the true circulation of public-
ations patronized by the members of the association, "When this
step is taken the merchant will be free to pursue a profitable
advertising campaign, which, will draw business to his store and to
his city in an economical and successful manner.
A D v JL£ T 1 JLLi7 , P SJLS AiL-I g a t i_ojjr s .
The benefits business men derive from commercial associ-
ations are often supplemented by membership in advertising organ-
izations. During the past decade international, national, state,
sc ctional and local organizations have become a part of the ad-
vertising force created for the benefit of the advertiser.
The recent organization of the International Advertisers'
Association of America was a step in the right direction, and even
though it prov s an absolute failure, it will furnish a valuable
foundation from which some future society of its kind may rise.
The object of this international society is the same as those of
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the many less pretentious organizations.
The objects of this society as expressed in its constitu-
tion are:
I.—To secure the assistance of the Department
jf Commerce in Washington by obtaining data both
in the United States and through the Consular ser-
vice abroad, in support of this important branch
of commercial enterprise; a business that compre-
hends vast expenditures second only to' that of rail-
roads, in America, and touching every known de-
partment of commercial publicity. To secure,
through the Census Department, information here-
tofore neglected which will be of inestimable bene-
fit to advertisers in all branches of business.
II.—To select and prepare such information, al-
ready compiled by the United States Census Bu-
reau, as can be utilized and adapted to an advertis-
ing statistical bureau; to systematically arrange
such data for ready access ana use of its members.
TTT
—To acquire data from a sufficient number of
men and women in different stations of life, such
as laboring men, skilled mechanics, clerks, sales-
men in wholesale establishments, heads of depart-
ments, professional men, merchants, people of leis-
ure, ascertaining Wiiat class of newspapers and
magazines they read, also the extent to which they
use advertised articles; in fact, all information
that would have bearing on the subject in hand.
IV.—To secure correct statistics concerning all
classes of publications, including volume of circu-
lation, character of circulation, locality of circula-
tion, and their relative influence in each commu-
nity; to further include the relative value of morn-
ing and evening newspapers in various localities.
V.—To assist in eliminating all unreliable, ob-
jectionable, irresponsible obscene and misleading
advertising, which reduces the advertising value
to legitimate enterprise by impairing the public's
confidence in reliable advertising, without which
advertising is of slight value.
VI.—To collect and compile statistics and data
relative to bill-posting in various localities; of
street car advertising, and other outdoor forms of
publicity, and to attempt to provide means for sys-
tematically and satisiactorily "checking" such
forms of publicity.
VII.—To establish, as nearly as possible, uniform
rules governing the acceptance and insertion of
advertising.
VIII.—To elevate the typographical and mechan-
ical standard of publications; the art in advertising
as applied to all forms of publicity, including book-
lets, circulars, street car posters, etc.
IX.—To establish an equitable standard of credit
between the buyer and seller of advertising.
x:— io give meinoiious enoits ior the better-
ment of any advertising conditions publicity
through the association's bulletins from time to
time.
XI.—To compile data relating to the compara-
tive cost of selling advertised and non-advertised
goods.
XII.—To note the effect of trade combinations,
with particular reference to the increase or cur-
tailment of advertising opportunities.
XIII.—To carefully watch the development of
transportation facilities with reference to changing
conditions and to the opening of new markets.
XIV.—To study the changing conditions of mar-
kets both in the United States and abroad with
reference to the opportunities such markets afford
members of the association.
XV—To ascertain with the greatest possible ao-
curacy the specific conditions, habits and require-
ments of the inhabitants in different sections of
the world.
XVI.—To collect data for the benefit of producers
and manufacturers that would enable them to take
advantage of native, products and resources
which, when properly advertised, would success-
fully compete with
-..-.ported goods.
XVII.—To prepare a record that will includ,- all
general advertisers now m existence, and as new
general advertisers come into the field, make a rec- i
ord of same, giving the general character of their
advertising, space and mediums used, through what
sources their business is placed, and ah such otherinformation of value to the Association as adver-
tisers will furnish.
XVIII.—To investigate lines of business whichhave been advertised successfully in the past, and
which are being advertised at present, to demon-
strate that the lines of business thus advertisedhave reached a pre-eminence over other lines ofbusiness that have not and are not now being ad-
vertised.
XIX.—To investigate lines of business that havebeen advertised unsuccessfully, and to ascertain
the reason for such failure for the benefit of mem-bers.
.
XX.—To investigate lines of business not nowbeing advertised and to furnish data which would
encourage such lines to advertise.
-™
XXJ~lTo establish through the Association aBoard of Arbitration to settle disputes between ad-
vertisers and proprietors of advertising mediums?
XXH-—To collect and codify all legal proceed-ings that affect advertising interests.
XXIII.—In fact, to collect data and informationirom every possible source and standpoint of
value to advertisers and advertising interests In-formation thus compiled by the Association to belor the exclusive use and Benefit of the membersthe association to issue bulletins from time to timelor the information of members, and to supplv
members with important information as emergen,may demand. Members are privileged to make a: yinquiry of the association and have access at ailtimes to information that may be of value to them.We believe you will readily recognix that the
collection, compilation and classification of such
data, so as to make it readily accessible to the
members of the association, will confer upon the
advertising world a service and benefit that few
advertisers at their own cost could afford to secure.
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Within a recent period the existence of any advertising
clubs varying in membership from those national in character to
those of a special character in a single locality, has "been "brought
about largely through a truer realization of the value of adver-
tising as a factor in business success. This realization has
led to a desire on the part of the advertiser to learn moreabout
advertising. His wishes are partially satisfied by becoming a
member of one of these organizations, where good fellowship exists
between the business man the publisher and the agency. A friendly
interest is displayed by each for his business associates , bitter-
ness of competition is eliminated, and t he merchant and manufact-
urer realize that the publisher and agents are as a class, com-
petent, and honest sellers of space.They further learn that they
are not defrauders and dishonest people, and that publishers and
agents are willing to assist the merchant or manufacturer to pro-
duce the best advertising results for a just r enumeration
In conclusion a consideration of the present value of
organizations seems apropos. These societies, when properly condu€f«
• ed are justifiable in that they offer a mep.ns to the advertiser
of learning how publicity appropriations are most profitably and
judiciously expended, by instructing him in a more intelligent use
of space, by assisting in protecting him from fraud, and by point-
ing out the best media and the best means of using them.

THE ADVERTISING SHOW.
Besides advertising organizations, created partially at
least for the purpose of instructing the advertiser, in the art of
publicity, the national advertising show is proving to be of much
benefit to him. At these shows, which were started two years ago
in Chicago, the advertiser is shown the best kinds of displays and
the latest forms of publicity. Talks on advertising, which are
both interesting and instructive, are given in connection with the
show for the benefit of business men.
THE ADVERTISING FORCES.
THE ADVERTISING AGENCY.
The development of advertising as a branch of distri-
bution has created a number of advertising forces, chief of these,
and one of the most important factors in the advertising world, is
the advertising agency. A successful agency will place the
advertiser's business in such a manner that he will obtain the best
results for his appropriation. The fact that many illegitimate and
fraudulent, as well as irresponsible agencies, have sprung into
existence, make it necessary for the advertiser to select a finan-
cially responsible and a reliable agency to handle his business.
It has been estimated that ninety per cent, of the business
placed by agencies has proved unsuccessful. Many prospective
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advertisers have given up this means of enlarging their business as
a result of their experience with unscrupulous, irresponsible and
incompetent agents. Publishers, especially have it in their power
to crush agencies of this nature. If they refuse to deal with
questionable agencies they would do more than any one force at this
time to right abuses in the advertising business. At the same
time they would benefit themselves and would do incalculable good
for the new advertiser as well as the old ones.
As long as advertising exists the agency will have certain
duties to perform. In addition to placing advertising, it also
must check and key the advertisements, and in some instances write
them. A small business does not warrant the assistance of an
agency. The outside agency should also be eliminated from a
business just at that point where a private agency as part of the
business concern is more economical than that of the regular agency.
THE SOLICITOR.
—— , . - - — - ~ - -
The agencies and publishers are dependent largely upon
their solicitors for the advertising contracts, which make their
business undertakings successful. The solicitor assists in
educating the business man about the financial value of advertising.
As a class, the existence of solicitors depends upon the mariner in
which they present facts and the merits of the publications they
represent. Unscrupulous solicitors representing comparatively
worthless media are a hindrance and obstacle in the path of success-
ful advertising. The solicitor presents facts to the advertiser,
which will tend to convince him that the proposition in question is
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the most desirable. The final test of the solicitor's value is
ability to close contracts which will be profitable to his employer
and equally beneficial to the advertiser by bringing to him an in-
crease in the volume of his business.
THE PUBLISHER.
The publisher can do more to misguide the advertiser and
make his publicity unsuccessful than any other factor.
Questionable publications have ruined many business men and caused
many others to quit the field in disgust, they have led \ unwise
investments, which have ruined thousands .
Sane publishers realize that their present position in
society is largely due to the advertiser and the public. For this
support they have shown their appreciation by protecting their
readers from unprofitable and injudicious investments in "wild-cat"
schemes and in injurious and harmful articles. The publisher
has absolute control over his columns, and any losses or injuries
sustained as a result of abuse of this control, tends to discredit
that particular publication and publications in general. To
attain the best results any advertisements of questionable merit must
be refused by the publisher. The protection of the readers
theoretically gains for the publication an influence and confidence
of particular value to + he advertiser of legitimate goods.
Present conditions indicate that the advertisers and
agencies must establish a censorship over the columns of publications
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The public is quite apathetic on the subject, and by its silence and
patronage sanctions the present dishonest methods of some unscrup-
ulous publishers. When they are taught that the higher ideals
mean more desirable and profitable patronage and that every adver-
tising failure works against progress in advertising, publishers will
be more careful and discriminating in regard to the nature of display
matter they use.
ADVERTISING RATES.
The publisher should deal with all advertisers on the
same basis and the adoption of a flat rate, such as the one sug-
gested under the topic nev/spapers, would enable him to do this.
The small advertiser should not be discriminated against in favor
of the big ones usually enjoying better service and rates.
CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
The classification of advertising ma + ter in magazines and
other journals has raised a question as to the merit of this method.
The concensus of opinion at present seems to disfavor this method
because it tends to destroy the susceptibility of the reader, unless
perhaps in the case of the one article, he is desirous of purchasing.
It does not guarantee the careful perusal of the advertising pages
that might otherwise take place.
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SPECIAL POSITION.
The demand of advertisers for special position in the
advertising columns has led publishers to distribute their reading
matter as far as possible on the different pages, and thus tend to
equalize the display value of the different pages,
CIRCULATION STATEMENTS.
State, or preferrably national, laws seem necessary to
protect the advertiser from the false circulation statements of
publishers, which statements cost the advertisers large sums of
money annually for no returns. A uniform circulation law in charge
of the interstate commerce commission, should make false statements
equivalent to fraud, and should provide for the restoration to the
advertiser of all money paid in excess of trie true circulation of
the publication. Semi-annual reports and the opening of the circu-
lation books for inspection, after reasonable notice and at reason-
able times, would guarantee the advertiser against considerable loss.
It would increase the popularity of publicity by increasing the
proportion of profitable returns. With the publisher befriending
both his advertisers and readers and adopting higher ideals of adver-
tising, the public will be protected, the business man benefitted, and
advertising as a commercial factor will receive additional recognition
for its increased value in obtaining a more economic distribution of
goods
.
L— — : _ _ , = J
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ADVERTISING A BUSINESS.
THE ADVERTISER.
Having discussed advertising media and organizations, the
advertiser himself will now be considered. The time when even a
first-class article disposed of itself with opposition from a sim-
ilar article judiciously advertised has passed. Advertising is now
considered by many merchants and manufacturers as an increasing
factor in business. From the retailer's point of view it is gener-
ally fane of the three essentials of his business, the other two
being merchandise and service. The average appropriation of the
business man for publicity purposes varies from one-half to five per
cent. Two-thirds of this total appropriation is regarded as
unsuccessful r.nd largely as a waste.
The advertisement of food, clothing and shelter products,
the staples, have been as far as utilized, productive of good
results. These necessities are peculiarly adapted to publicity
and prospects are that more display space will be devoted to them
in the future.
The display advertisement of today does not indicate the
amount of time, trouble and thought that are necessary in order to
produce the best results for a given expenditure. The preparation
for a campaign involves the outlining of the general plan of cam-
paign, its scope and object. The correct apportionment of the
total annual appropriation is made next.
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One large advertiser who spends $500,000.00 a year distri-
butes the amount in the following ways:-
$300,000.00 Newspapers, dailies and weeklies;
50,000.00 Magazines and illustrated weeklies;
50,000.00 Medical journals and other scientific and
unscientific publications;
50,000.00 In signs, bill-posting and the like;
50,000.00 In the distribution of lithographic pamphlets,
circulars, etc.
The advertiser then decides upon suitable territory
within which he can profitably exploit his goods.
The classes to be reached will influence the advertiser
in his procedure. If the lower and more ignorant classes are
appealed to, the advertisement by its head-line, typography and
reading matter may be sensational in character. If the more con-
servative classes are to be the customers a sensible, dignified and
persuasive advertisement will be circulated among them.
The selection of suitable advertising media and the prep-t
aration of suitable advertising literature engages the advertiser's
attention. This selection should provide against duplication
of territory and by all means for more than one insertion in the
different publications, and for a liberal amount of follow-up liter-
ature. This literature must be used judiciously and persistently
and at the proper time. A list of possible elastomers, as fast as
obtained, furnishes an excellent foundation upon which the follow-up
system can be operated and systemized.
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Experiments conducted by experts have resulted in the
establishment of the fact that the value of advertising space
increases almost in exact proportion to the space used. It has
been found that one full-page of display matter is two hundred and
fifty per cent, more attractive than four quarter pages, and that two
quarter pages are fifty per cent, less valuable as an attractive
factor than the half -page. A small space persistently used,
however, is more profitable and successful in the long run than
are a few illogical attempts to create a large trade within a short
time. Persistency begets admiration and confidence, while a few
glaring attempts produce mistrust, unsatisfactory and only temporary
returns. This does not mean that the large merchant or manufac-
turer should refrain from persistent use of large space in order to
secure more rapid and greater returns. It does mean, however,
that with a given appropriation an advertiser will do well to dis-
tribute his appropriation over a langer period and not waste it on
a few spasmodic attempts to enlarge immediately and permanently his
business
.
It may be well for the advertiser to run special adver-
tisements occasionally for the purpose of fully exploiting his
product. By so doing he will perhaps benefit in proportion to the
space used.
Having decided on the preliminary details of the campaign
the preparation of the copy must be considered. It ought to be
prepared in ample time in order to insure the employment of skill
and care by the compositor. Proofs should be requested and
returned promptly.
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The object of the advertisement will be:-
To attract the attention of people without losing their confidence:
to awaken their desires, find at the same time introduce a satisf3'ing
argument: to please, but not at the expense of one's purpose .--Such
is the best advertising, the kind that is welcomed before and appre-
ciated after the purchase.
The best and most profitable advertising is that kind
which will tell many people at the same time, "what your name is,
what you do, how you do it, what you charge for it, why they should
have it and how to get it." A recipe for this kind of an adver-
tisement was recently submitted by a prominent advertising expert
and it was as follows:
"To an attractive and pertinent heading add about fifty
words of straight business talk, well seasoned to taste. Strain
thoroughly and remove any superfluous words. Then add the cream
of the thing nicely done in italics and garnished with prices.
Place in a good newspaper and let it simmer for from three days to a
week, and no longer. Remove arid try another batch."
There are three important divisions in a logically
conceived and intelligently written advert ise/r:ent . The first is
the headline—appropriate catch words or initiatory phrases used to
invite the attention of the reader and thus secure the opportunity
of placing the argument before him. The head-line to be
attractive must be original and brief. Upon its power to attract
attention depends the success of the entire advertisement, for the
satisfactory headlines are those which lead the reader into the body
of the advertisement.
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Having secured the notice of the reader by means of the
head-line his attention will be directed towards the second division
of the advertisement--the argument. The argument is that portion
of the advertisement in which the facts of the subject of the adver-
tisements are presented in as forcible manner as possible.
The argument, on account of the hurried readers, must be
strong and convincing. It must tell the story in a clear, simple
and concise manner and have the power of holding the reader's atten-
tion to the end. People will listen to a story whose import they
can catch at a glance, while they will not peruse a long, closely
written story. When a reader is in a hurry he is assailable with
direct suggestions, preferably in the shape of a direct command,
or an appeal to reason. ^hen he is at leisure he is more readily
moved and influenced by an appeal to his sympathy and sentiment.
To act in harmony with human feelings, instincts, actions and
responses tends to add force to argument, but to disregard human
nature decreases the effect of the argument. A conscious attemp
to influence the reader is not as successful by argument as by
suggestion. A powerful means of suggestion is an ap eal to past
experience. A properly worded advertisement will contain several
methods of appeal any one of which may place the reader in a mood
of familiarity. When once in this mood he becomes interested and
peculiarly susceptible to influence. A true knowledge of the
characteristics and habits of the readers, when originally applied,
tends to create individuality in the advertisement, which is a most
desirable asset. Appeals made after other individuals, such as
the copying of Wanamaker's advertisements, lose their originality
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and are le^s effective.
Originality and effectiveness in advertisements are promot*
ed by means of illustrations. It is just as true that the illustra-
tions must be simple and distinct as it is true that advertisements
must be intelligible, the letters plain and readable, and the lea
guagn to tho point. The illustration is a material factor in giving
the prospective consumer a correct perception of the goods being
illustrated. It shortens the text, makes the advertisement more
easily comprehended, and has an unusual power of attracting attention
value. One advertiser, Paul Ostrander, in his real estate busi-
ness discovered that personal pictures printed in advertisements
netted more returns than did the absence of illustrations. His
estimate was that the plain advertisement brought only from fifty
to seventy-five percentage of the answers that the inserted person-
ality of the advertiser secured. In the use of illustrations
special appeals can be made to special classes. To secure brevity
of text, added interest and more forceful argument, and greater
returns, the advertiser should resort to the use of illustrations
applicable to the text and not to those foreign to the subject being
discussed
.
The use of illustrations is especially valuable in con-
nection with booklets, folders, bulletins, etc., issued at stated
internals and usually as part of a persistent follow-up system.
The third division of the advertisement should contain
the climax, or conclusion; and perhaps this is the most important
part. To summarize briefly the arguments for buying the adver-
tised articles and to leave the reader influenced to a degree which
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begets action in the form of purchases, is the particular duty of
the third division of the advertisement.
The limited space of the thesis permits but a sentence
suggesting the importance of a system of checking and keying adver-
tisements as a basis for a system of making safe contracts at a
stated period each year to the extent of the appropriation.
The details of the campaign having been arranged, the
ful
retail advertiser must become a care,, student of the goods to be
advertised and see to it that the advertising is carried on in har-
mony with the policy of the store managers. An attractive window
display with plenty of signs inside the store, show-cards, and price
tickets, with courteous and intelligent sales-people ready to sell
goods with values to back up the advertisements, and prompt deliv-
eries, are essentials which the successful retailer must observe.
After all, it is not the black type, the heavy border, the
lavish display, but the argument in the printed statement and the
goods behind the counter that build up the business. Judicious
advertising will call for a direct appeal on the part of the business
man to the consumer and thus bring the manufacturer and retailer
more co-operative action. This action will benefit the consumer
and insure to the manufacturer a better and more profitable business
and may enable him to lower his prices.
TRADE - MARKS.
In order to obtain the advantage of one's good will and
reputation, it has long been the custom to affix to goods employed
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in a particular trade or business, some particular mark, to distin-
guish such coiimodities from similar goods utilized in the same
business. Broadly speaking, such distinguishing marks are
trade-marks, and their use has been wide-spread in all countries
since ancient times. A trade-mark may be defined as a name,
symbol, or device which is applied or attached to goods offered for
sale in the market so as to distinguish them from other co: modities
.
In addition to popularizing products, the trade-mark also
enables articles to be sold at a higher price than rival goods, and
at the same increases the volume of the sale on account of the
xknconscious prejudice created in favor of these articles. Some
trade-marks are valued from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000.00 as assets
to business concerns. The value of the trade-mark can be shown
especially in the consideration of manufactured articles. The
average jobber, retailer and salesman, are their means of distri-
bution. The trade-mark is the manufacturer's declaration of
independence. By advertising direct to the consumer he creates
a demand for his products, "hich the jobber, wholesaler, retailer
and salesman must recognize or lose custom.
SUBST ITUTION^
Despite the value of a trade-mark or kindred symbol,
advertisers of certain lines of goods often lose large sums of money
on account of the dishonest practice of substitution. Subs ti tut 1 on
tends to lessen the value of an article and to lower it in the esti-
mation of the purchaser. He is assured that the substitute is
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just as good, if not better, and besides cheaper. The dishonest
dealer suffers loss of business for offering substitutions for
standard articles, the public disc. urages this practice mere today
than ever before, and the advertiser loses much of the business
legitimately belonging to him by such methods, which are becoming
less popular and less practical.
INSPECTION AS AN ADVERTISING FACTOR.
The evils of substitution will be partially overcome
when the public can be induced to inspect useful and honestly repre-
sented articles. The manufacturer may offer to submit his goods
for inspection, and even send them on trial, but there remains an
indifferent attitude on the part of the public to overcome. Adver-
tising is the force which influences the retailer and consumer to
inspect goods; and a previous knowledge of such goods secured by
advertising is a strong factor in securing inspection. Until the
public can be induced to inspect goods without the personal influence
of salesmen, the more economical methods of inspect ion--and the
advertising value of those methods, will remain relatively in-
appreciable. It seems, however, that an increase in the importance
of inspection may be expected as a result of educating the public
through publicity.
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PSYCHOLOGY OF ADVERTISING.
The study of advertising from a psychological standpoint
has resulted in the same conclusions concerning advertising that have
been reached by practical advertisers. Prof. Walter Dill Scott of
Northwestern University was the leader in the psychological study
of publicity and he offers six principles as a result of this special
study. These principles are of value to every advertiser and
are recognized as true business principles.
(1) The first principle is that the power of any object to
force itself into our attention depends upon the absence of counter
attractions.
(2) The second principle is that the power of any object
to attract our attention depends upon the intensity of the sen-
sation aroused
.
(Note. Professor Harlow Gale, University of Chicago,
believes red is of the greatest attention value, black, second;
and green, third.)
(3) The attention value of an object depends upon the
contrast it forms to the object presented with it, preceding or
following it.
(4) The power which any object has to attract our atten-
tion or its attention value depends on the ease with which we are
able to comprehend it.
(5) The attention value of an object depends on the number
of times it comes before us or on repetition.

(6) The Bixth and last principle is that the attention
value of an object depends on the intensity of the feeling aroused.
THE ADVERTISING MAN.
The application of the psychological and other business
principles to advertising usually falls to the lot of a specialist,
commonly called the advertising man. There are now over 100,000
advertising men in the United States. There is not a city with a
population of 5,000 and upwards which has not from one to one hun-
dred or more advertising men. New York has 5,000 and other large
American cities from 1,000 to 4,000 such men. It is estimated that
these men receive from $500.00 to $15,000.00 a year, but salaries
above $3,000.00 are rather the exception.
The advertising man is the business factor, who brings the
proprietors of a store into communication with customers. They
learn the attitude and needs of the elastomers and proceed to apply
their information by attracting patronage to their employers.
Their knowledge of conditions, special training and ability to pro-
duce results in the shape of increased business, makes them an econom-
ically justifiable factor. The application of advertising principles
by a specialist produces results at a least possible waste of space
and expense. The business man, on account of his general duties
of superintendence and direction of his business, cannot develop
into an expert advertiser and systematically apply his methods.
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Because a specialist can obtain better results at less
cost to the business man he becomes an advertising factor and one
of the advertising forces.
OBJECTIONABLE ADVERTISING AND REMEDIES.
LEGAL RESTRICTIONS.
The development of advertising has been almost unrestric-
ted in the United States, but there have been frequent demands for
reform through legislation. This reform movement has for its
object the suppression of fraud, the protection of citizens from
moral and physical injuries, and the prevention of desecration of
Art and Nature. The protection of the citizen against fraud is
now one of the vital questions of interest in advertising. The
great financial losses due to misrepresentations of enterprises have
resulted in the ruination of many investors. "Wild-cat" schemes of
various kinds have been floated with impunity and have been success-
ful for the shrewd advertiser on account of the many responses he
receives. The United States Government through its postal depart-
ment has undertaken the task of investigating and suppressing all
fraudulent business concerns it can learn about. The department
investigates the business whose advertisements are suggestive of
fraud. Complaints sent to the Postal Departments about the
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illegitimate use of the mails by business firms are likewise inves-
tigated. If the inspection warrants it, the department issues a
fraud order and the business is denied further use of the United
States Mails. The absolute power of the Postmaster General's
assistants in this master has led to a number of abuses. Congress
has been asked to place restrictions upon it. The companies now
do not have a right of appeal to any other authority. The remedy
suggested is an appeal to the courts, which shall pass upon the
merits of the case after the business men concerned have been given
a hearing.
Congress would also do an act of great benefit to honest
advertisers and publishers if it would require circulation claims to
be made at stated intervals by publishers, and further compel them
to keep a uniform sj^stem of circulation accounts open for inspection,
by interested advertisers. With the circulation statistics more
available, cases of intentional mis-statements of circulation should
lead to conviction on charge of fraud, and a return of all surplus
money to the advertiser paid in excess of the regular rate for the
true circulation. Each fraudulent advertisement tends to dis-
credit the honest ones and to retard the progress of economical and
socially desirabiie advertising. Advertisements of articles,
which can be proved to be injurious to the physical and social wel-
fare of the people, should be ba red from circulation through the
United States mails, and should be denied space by publishers.
State laws should also restrict advertising and protect the public
from enroachment upon its rights and property.
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The substitution of inferior goods with the assistance of
imitation trade-marks in international commerce has resulted in
discrediting standard products with natives. International
agreements have a tendency to remove this evil in competition, which,
however, is still quite prevalent in some countries. True superior,
ity of American goods backed up by a distinct individuality expressed
by trade -mark's, when entered in foreign markets under proper trade
conditions will do much to obviate present commercial obstacles and
will cause an expansion of trade.
Even when the character of the article advertised is not
objectionable, the method of advertising may be so. The subjection
of landscapes, lichened rocks and meadows, as well as the buildings
in cities and towns have been subject to dissonant business notes
and has aroused serious objections from the public. Nature's
works have been converted into sign-boards and everywhere the pres-
ence of advertisements is noticable. The indignation felt
regarding such conditions has resulted in the formation of societies
which ask for the reform of these conditions and appeal to legal
authorities for assistance. The Germans have taken the lead in
checking undesirable out-door advertisements by means of absolute
prohibition, the requirement of official approval of advertisements,
and the placing of taxes upon the size and character of the notice.
In that country, as in other European countries, a serious attempt is
made to regulate the sign evils.
In the United States a few feeble efforts have been report-
ed, but there has been little legislation owing to the general in-
difference of the public, hence in this country the evil is at its
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height. Measures are, however, now being agitated. A svstem of
national or state taxation would tend to restrict the evils of poster
and sign advertisements, and official approval would tend to bar the
injurious and fraudulent as well as immoral advertisements.
Outdoor advertising when properly conducted, is not con-
sidered an evil, and has many valuable points in its favor. Not
all advertisements are an evil and there is occasion for encourage-
ment because of their constantly higher artistic and moral tone.
The Atlantic Monthly for July, 1904, contained an article by Charles
Mulford Robinson, which after discussing the present conditions, was
brought to a close with the following appropriate conclusion;
"There is no reason to despair about our advertising. It is simply
a great untrained force, needing curbing here; direction there,
suppression very rarely, but restraint often; and the provision of
a new impulse, a new ideal, as an outlet for the enormous energy,
which after an abused li ense, we would at last keep within reasor -
able bounds. If this new impulse be worthy; and this great force can
be turned towards art and beauty, it will contribute mightily to the
production of fairer cities and towns; to an easier, happier life
within them, and to self respect and greater interest of all the
advertisers. The conditions are favorable, there is a trend un-
mistakably in the desired direction. " Te may hope and must believe
that the effort will be crowned with victory."
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ADVERTISING AND ART
.
The favorable conditions for the legal restriction of
advertising is partially due to advertisers themselves. The deco-
rative or artistic characteristics of an advertisement is a clear
gain over competitors for advertisers who use it. Many advertisers
have realized this, and competition within this sphere has caused
the public to be educated to higher artistic ideals. Posters and
advertisements in publica' ions have educated the consumer to demand
an increasing higher standard of advertisements. The artistic
ideals of today have resulted from a gradual development. As
advertisements of today are sanctioned by the public, their present
artistic standard is not specially objectionable to the general
public. Twenty-five years hence the reform movements of today
will have resulted in a higher artistic standard and a consequent
improvement in the decorative advertisements; these improved
artistic standard together with proper legislation, will do away with
the present evils.
ADVERTISING AND EDUCATION.
Having discussed the progress in art due to advertising,
the value of advertising as an educative factor will be considered.
The value of advertising is to be judged by the fact whether it
teaches those who read then to buy useful or wasteful articles.

One of the direct benefits resulting from advertising has
been the education of the public to demand cleanliness and sanitary
conditions in the products they buy. Advertising begins and ends
as an educational force. It has taken its rank as an economical
force and today it has become an ethical force. It is a strong
factor in educa + ing people to appreciate greater civilization.
Being a mode of education, the amount of advertising in
any particular line varies directly with the novelty of the goods
and inversely with the intelligence of the purchasers. The object
of publicity in pushing goods is to emphasize quality of goods, and
call attention to saving devices, to induce investigation, and to
offer arguments based u r on sound physiology, and hygiene. Modern
advertising educates the desires, tells of the styles of dress,
of the foods and other necessities. In lines of competition it
does not necessarily deprive one concern of business and give it to
another. In special lines it has been demonstrated that advertise
ments of one company are valuable assistance in the sale not only
of that but competing articles of the same kind.
The creation of a demand for injurious products has led to
an inestimable harm. Just as far as advertising has diverted the
tastes, desires and actions from honest and needful products to
harmful ones, just that far it has created conditions, which are a
menace to society. But considered from another point of view, it
is equally true that just as far as advertising has educated the
public to demand batter and healthier goods, and by creating the
demand for them has lowered prices by calling out greater supply,
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that far it haa done inestimable good for the welfare of man.
This advertising, besides stimulating the industries of the
world, tells what is being contrived for man's comfort, in beautify-
ing the person or home. The consumer is glad to receive suggestions
which better his conditions and the demand created for articles by
means of advertising stimulates industry. The stimulation of
industry calls for a high grade of commercial literature. In this
literature can be found man 3* examples of keen trenchant and sharply
focused English that the printing presses turn out. Advertising
also indirectly enables the reader to have a dozen publications , where
otherwise he would have only two or three. In this indirect
manner it partially supports the existence of many publications,
which would be impossible but for its presence.
In conclusion it may be said that advertising informs the
prospective purchaser of the merits of different goods end brings
him into touch with that which adds to his comfort and amplifies his
happiness. The value of advertising from an educational stand-
point, therefore, is to be judged by the influence of the advertiser
in the mariner that he plays his part' in teaching the lesson in
enabling consumers to become discriminating buyers, or the manner
in which his influence encourages an undesirable distribution of
income
•

THE TEACHING OF ADVERTISING.
Schools, business colleges and universities are now offer-
ing courses in advertising in which are* offered valuable suggestions
and information concerning methods of obtaining the best results
from a given appropriation.
BOOKS AND PERIOD ICALS
.
Another method of obtaining practical knowledge about
advertising is to read the periodicals and books treating the subject,
Some of these publications are very valuable. Others are supported
for a special object or as an adjunct to a special business. The
value of some of these publications is decreased by the fact that
they are subservient to special interests. There is, however,
no reason today why the business man cannot obtain much practical
knowledge by reading the best literature on advertising.
ADVERTISING SOCIALLY
,
POLITICALLY AND ECONOMICALLY CONSIDERED.
ADVERTISING AND DEPRESSIONS.
A study of the advertising in publications since the Civil
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war emphasizes the fact that depressions undoubtedly restrict the
amount of advertising. The length of the curtailment further rests
upon the severity of the depression. The effect of these depress-
ions on advertising is explained by considering their effect upon
business. Hard times cause a reaction against loose moral and
business practices so prevalent in times of prosperity. Discrim-
ination in buying results. Goods, standardized by judicious
advertising, "/hen attractively and skillfully advertised in times of
depression, and offered at the best bargains possible, will remain
in popular demand and if they are a common necessity. With the
resumption of prosperity these goods have a better prestige, and
business reputation, which results in a healthy increase in trade.
ADVERTISING AND PROSPERITY.
A long period of prosperity may also reduce the amount of
advertising in some lines of business. A manufacturer, for in-
stance, whose business is taxed to its utmost capacity in order to
satisfy inadequately a demand for his products, does not care to
create more business. Ke will, therefore, restrict his amount of
advertising but will not discontinue his publicity methods. When-
ever the supply can be easily furnished, the manufacturer may again
resort to larger space and business-producing advertisements. Pros-
perity, then may cause the restriction of advertisements in order to
curtail the demand for the products of factory behind in its orders.
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ADV ERT I S I
t
IT G A IT D STRIK ES .
That strikes have a temporary evil effect on the prosper-
ity of a section or whole of a country is reflected in the fact
that like depressions, strikes lessen the amount of advertising.
This has "been shown in a number of strikes, such as the Chicago
teamsters' strike, where public utilities have been tied up.
Advertising is, however, employed in quite another way during
labor disputes. Corporations have learned that besides the
presentation of labor traubles as news matter, it is a wise plan
to resort to advertising space. The Interborough Transit Co.,
of New York in order to win the public to its view of the recent
strike, employed such advertising. Two points had to be gained;
the tide of public sympathy which might have entered upon dangerous,,
possibly destructive
—
phases, had to be turned in favor of the
management and against the strikers; and the daily diversion of
thousands of dollars into the coffers of its rival organizations,
operating the surface lines, had to be summarily stopped.
The precedent set by the Long Island Railway, in using
advertising space in daily newspapers to placate its patrons, was
therefore promptly followed.
The public was assured that the right was on the side of
the railway, upon whom th e contest had been forced, since com-
pliance with the strikers 1 demands would but have been followed by
others, therefore the inevitable contest had better be brought to
a climax forthwith, seeing that the railway had availed of the
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discussional period before the strike was declared to take its
precaut ions . The statement of the strikers, as to the dangerous
inefficiency of t heir "scab" substitutes, were "branded as false.
Strikers ^ere warned that opportunity to seek reinstatement would
he brief. Notice that acts of violence would involve serious con-
sequences was given and restoration to the railway of any of its
property in the strikers' possession was demanded.
These ters: , maste Tul announcements had the effect of
military oners, reassuring t e public, awing the strikers ad
giving backbone and encouragement to the new employes. It can
therefore be stated that the effect of strikes concerning public
utilities causes a depression in advertising; while the advertise-
ment of the causes of the strike by the owners of the public
utilities will tend to bring the labor despute to a more rapid
termination and to restore sooner the normal amount of advertising
ADVEBTI SHI A IT D CRIME.
As a factor in checking crime, advertising has its worth.
Many criminals are captured as a result of cards sent to police
headquarters in all sections of a country or even to other coun-
Vies. These cards give a detailed description of the criminal and
tell of his crimes. T^e Chicago American rec ntly devoted a whole
page to a description of Frank J". Constantine, a murderer, in the
hopes th; fc some policeman or citizen might be able to identify
him.
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Advertisthg is becoming a terror to many criminals and is
proving to be one of the successful means of maintaining a high
degree of protection of the life and property of citizens.
£J1 y^ HJxJ. -1. ,S-JUL A IT P R E L I S I 3Sf .
Advertising is not only used as deterrent to crime but
it is employed by the postive force for good to increase the ef-
fectiveness of their efforts.
"While still In its infancy, religions advertising is fast
becoming an important factor in church life. It is questionable
whether a church should advertise gust as any other organization
and be known by a catchwoid like a breadfast food or gas company.
Rev. Chris P. Reisner, pastor of the Grace M. E. Church of Denver,
Colo., who is advertis.ng all over that city "a homelike church"
believes 'hat it should. In a letter to the author he writes:
"There is no reason why the church should ot be alert as
well as a good business house. A number of local churches and in
other places are taking the subject up. The most telling thing we
have done here is to strike a sort of "trademark" expression that
expresses much. It is "A home like church" and is printed ai
everything. Other churches have followed suit. One is "A down town
church for the people^" a .iothcr"A fraternal 3hurchM . I use little
sign boards above the rames of the street directing people to Grace
Church. I have a large (about 12 by 16 ft.) sign board near the
Public Library. Another down town on a large building covered with
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Bill-boards. I an now having a large Electric Sign put on the
corner of the church. I would do much more if the money was on
hand. I pay all these hills from a special fund. In a year Grace
Church became the best known in the city. The 75 Posters put out
cost about $150 hut the Curran Company are liberal and made a
special rate
Dr. George F. Hall, at one time pastor of the Bush Temple
of Music of Chicago, is another preacher, who believes thoroughly
i n advertising. He recently expressed his views in Matins magazine
and among other things said:
"The Good Book declares that 1 the children of darkness are
!
wiser in their da3r and generation than the ch.ldren of light,
and nowhere else does this text apply with such force as in the
matter of reaching the attention of the masses.
"For several years the cry has been coming up from all
quarters , "Empty pews!" Preachers of all denominations havefc lourned
the decline of interest in their services. But is it wholly the
fault of the public? Perhaps the masses have not been advised of
the fact that anything is going on i|j the churches. The theaters
are full. But they constantly advertise.
"For years I have made it a rule to contract for space in
the papers in the cities where I have preached, and it has paid me
abundantly in increased audiences and collections."
"he ultimate effect of the campaign depends largely upon
the ability and merit of the preacher. If he is sincere and a
capable pastor, his personality will be reflected in his sermon,
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If it is delivered in an interesting and instructive manner, his
audience must certainly "be impressed. If they are at first inter-
ested, they will probabl: r uir.'itti-.cly turn tc the announcement for
the following Sunday at the proper time.
Advertising has undoubtedly attracted many to church, who
would atherwise remained away, and while "undignified" has been one
of the leading factors in popularizing religious services.
B ? P EC T
_
P A D Y E R T I SI II
;
IT
CHARAT I B L E ENTERPRISES
The object of this section is to prove that advertising
is a valuable factor in the promotion of charitable enterprises.
Two instances will be given from which the reader may realize the
effect of advertising on charity undertakings. The Christian
"
rerald in raising flOC .000 for the famine sufferers of India used
considerable space in of er magazines to bring the work before the
people. ©f the §100,000 obtained a good part was brought out by. the
Advertising. The Hew York Association for Improving the Condition
of the $>oor last summer made an experiment in advert i sir : for funds
in daily newspapers, printing display announcements regarding its
work in the ITew York Sun, Times, and World, and Outlo< k and other
perodicals. The report of the secretary for 1905 among other things
was given in Printers' Irk, December 20, as follows?
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"To pay for the privilege of announcing social needs and
constructive social work seems indeed a hardship. Shall we wait
therefore until the newspapers and rnry in cs are willing to allow
charita'olc appeal - all the space they need, or shall we buy the
privilege of print i g what we need, in our own time, in our own
language, and as often as seems to us necessary or expedient?
That British philanthropy has chosen to advertise is proved by
fifty-two insertions in a single issue of the London Times.
Desiring to test this method, out association advertised la.st July
and August in the daily papers and in several weekly magazines, the
needs of its l7resh Air Fund. The first appeals were inserted in
those dailies that had printed the last free appeal. The weeklies
printed illustrations. In slimmer hotels several hundred calendars
we re placed. The expense of the experiment was borne by a snail
invest d fund rather than by current contributions For these
appeals $676 was expended. We gained in direct response to them
i
--2,399 from 245 individual contrib tors, besides numerous friends
who aided through fairs and entertainments. The direct return is
larger han could have been expected from the s; me amount spent
in any other form of appealing that we know. The indirect return
that the mention of our work for several days
it is nard to tell but *we feel/in succession during the hot weeksA
must have reminded many of an intention earlier formed to give
something for Sea Breeze. The results lead lis to regard the paid
advertisement as an effective and economical means of enlightening
and interesting hundreds of thousands, whose store of sympathy and
aid is never reached by other forms of appeal."
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The sympathetic and sentimental side of man is appealed
to in another manner when advertisements ask him to contribute tc
funds for the proper rememberance of American heroes. The con-
version of Lincoln's Homestead into a national park was agitated
through advertising columns of Colliers' Weekly and other publi-
cations
.
A D V 3 R T I S I :T C A IT D POLITICS.
Advertising has long been a leading factor in electing
political candidates to offices from the president down to a class
election at college. The modern method of using advertising for
political elections probably dates back to the second Lincoln
campaign, when '200,000 was spent in distributing campaign liter-
ature and otherwise informing the people about the republican
candidates. The methods adopted in that campaign were pursued
until Mark Hanna lie came chairman of the national executive com-
mittee of the republican party. r. Hanna inaugurated a complete
revolution in the lethods of conducting a national campaign. He
proceeded to deprive th p olitical leaders and their henchmen from
their "easy" money, with which they had promoted their own popu-
larity by being "good fellows". Instead of this manner of dis_
cursing funds he applied business methods to the management of the
campaign w" ich placed William B. McKinley in the presidential
chair.
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HA2J1TA A BIG ADVERTISER— In this campaign he paid adver-
tising ra^es for Republican speeches, statements, interviews and
arguments in Democratic and Populist id newspapers. This was start-
ling in its way* It was work that could not "be perceived nor
stopped, and it was singlularly successful.
This was the first campaign in which the "bulls of the
money went into "books, pamphlets arid other printed matter, all of
which was sent "broadcast throughout the country. The country was
mapped off like a huge war map so that every debatable point of
around was thorough! raked over in the effort to secure votes.
Speakers were paid for their services, except those high in the
councils of their party who would not accept any remuneration ex-
cept their transportation and personal expenses, and these speakers
were directed where to go with as great care as a general would
exercise in marshalling his forces at points of advanage . It
was he cleanest conducted and most successful campaign in the
history of the Republican party, and from that lesson great
changes were inaugurated. The second McKinley campaign was
conducted upon the same lines and with similar success.
It is estimated that £5,000,000 was spent in 1900 to
elect llr. McXinley.
The campaign to elect Theodore Rosevelt in 1904 is
estimated to have cost .C;500,0G0. By adopting the most effective
and economical methods, Chairman G. B. Cortelyou of the nations,!
committee found this sum of money large enough for all justifiable
expenditures. Interesting stories of the man Rosvelt and his life,
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which appeared in many of th leading magazines and porodical press
and a few newspapers were recognized "by very few as paid adver-
tisements. About $25,000 was devoted to t" ose media and of this
sum $7,000 was spent with Colliers' Weekly. Twenty-three other
publications were used among them them being: Ladies' Home Journal,
Delineator, Century, Harper's, Sjribner's, .hcClure's, everybody's,
Munsay's, Review of Reviews, World's Work, Success, t turday
Evening Post, national Magazine, World, To-day, Metropolitan,
Cosmopolitan, Outlook, Harper's Weekly, Leslie's Weekly, ^Leslie 1 s
Monthly, It is said that even the state and national campaigns
of 1904 mustered a grand army of 60,000 speakers at an approximate
expense of $3, 000, 000, and that in addition to the methods ex-
plained in Mr. C©rtelyou's letter, millions of campaign buttons,
lithographic portraits, banners, and flags, of all sizes -..ere dis-
tributed.
In addition to the national advertising campaigns guber-
national candidates have found advertising to be valuable factors
in gaining for themselves the governorship.
Ex-Governor —
.
L. Douglas, the manufacturer of the famous
Douglas Shoe, perhaps furnished the ?nost striking instance of
political success, obtained by publicity. Tie was the first Dem-
ocrat who has been elected on his first candidacy to the governor-
ship of Massachusetts in thirty-five years. President Roosevelt
carri'.d the state of Massachusetts by approximately 100,000 ma -
jority, while Douglas, a fie.:ocrat, won the state by a majority of
35, 000. Double column nev:spaper pronouncements of ,.r. Douglas'
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views on reciprocity, the tariff and trasts were placed in a 11
Massachusetts newspapers carrying Douglas s/ioe advertisements.
Six color posters emphasizing six different stages of his
career, and his popular views on the labor question were placed on
a considerable space of the bill-board area of the state. The
attempt of the Philadelphia ring t o retain its power caused 'it
to spend $530,000 for advertising purposes the last six weeks of the
campaign, in which $jayor Weaver and the "Reform element were
victorious
.
Instances of the influence of advertising on political
campaigns could he mentionc-d almost without number, but they only
substantiate the statement that politics is now influenced largely
by advertising.
To W. L. Douglas advertising would have been no loss had
the governorship gone to his republican rival for his shoe business
greatly increeised as a result of his political undertaking. The
success of Ex-Governor Douglas has brought up the point if news-
papers should be permitted to sell their space for a cash price.
The people of Michigan thought not and a measure was introduced
in that state which proposed to prohibit the publication by news-
papers of said advertising for candidates for nomination. People
of that state believe such a policy is too much like buying of
votes
The intelligence of the people today enables them to dis-
criminate more than ever before between personalities, to distin-
guish the ability and principles of the candidates, and t o com-
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prehend their past records. With citizens thinking for themselves,
newspapers arethe logical media, for explaining the platform and
reasons why candidates should be elected. Advertising and politics
at present seem to he on the dawn of a period in which the pol-
itician will lose his great power, and the people v/ill rely upon
the candidates to explain their principles through the advertising
media, and will hold them accountable for their promises thus made.
ADVERTISING AND THE TARIFF.
The small per cent, of foreign advertising in the United
which
States and other countries, have highly protective tariffs is due
largely to the existence of such tariffs. Advertising is justifi-
able on account of its value in producing commercial intercourse.
High protective tariffs tend to destroy freedom of international
commercial intercourse and thus it is a detriment to international
advertising. William Stead, Jr., an advertising authority of
London recently sized up the attitude of Englishmen towards adver-
tising in the United States as follows.
"The high protective tariff of the United States has been
a serious obstacle in the British advertising path in the United
States, and in no country is advertising more largely practical
and more essential to the success of a business.
The effect of the formation of monopolistic combinations
upon the amount of advertising is not easily determinable.
It has been claimed that advertising which r eflect s the
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competition among sellers, must inevitably decline upon .the
formation of trusts. It was also thought that the cost of marketing
goods v/ould "be lessened as competition was removed. The questions
which confronted the trust have "been, "Just to what extent will it
pay is to advertise? "Is a liberal policy better than to reduce
our appropriation to a minimum?" The answer for the first question
has been worked out in some cases. The trust has found in some
cases it pays to increase rather than decrease its appropriation.
This fact is well illustrated by considering the depart**
ment store, which resulted from the organization of independent
stores into one large "business under one management and one roof.
The rust in its special line organizes all the independents
producing units into a combination under one head.
The effect of organizing the department store was a great
inpetus to advertising. The small independent business men in the
larger cities could not buy the space in the newspaper and were
unable properly to advertise their goods. The concentration of
the business, therefore, resulted in the undertaking of advertis-
ing on such a scale that many modern department stores now depend
upon heir advertising for their existence. Had the small stores
remained in vague present commercial conditions would certainly
have been radically different and less advanced; and while perhaps
less economically complicated, would have proved a hindrance to the
development of the systematic and economical trade policies of to-
day .
The same tendencies which produced the department store
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brought about the foraatior. of the trusts. The organization of
the trusts has had a different effect on advert ising . Such staples
as sugar, kerosene, tin plate, produced by a large outlay
capital have not thus far figured extensively in any advertisi ng
campaigns. This is not saying, however, thatthe lenand for
these fctaples and many others, co Id :ot be greatly increase "by
the judicious application of publicity pills. Advertising is
regarded as he best method for increasing consumption and the
trusts should be able to use it to the greatest advantage.
Beyond the point of diminishing returns the trusts
find it unprofitable to increase their advertising appropriation or
to reduce the price of their products To lessen the appropriation
or to increase the price of their commodities would also yield
them a smaller net return on the appropriation. To find this
marginal point is the aim of all trusts. It may never be exactly
located but there will be a tendency to approach it. It is appar -
e nt therefore, that the advertising expenditures of some trusts have
increased the past few years, while others may have decreased.
The fact that with few exceptions articles may be found,
Miich can be substituted for the trust products, leads to a more
liberal publicity policy. Independent companies are also a thorn
in the side of the trusts and they are obliged to consider them in
marketing their goods. The trusts may also have an article on
their hands for which there is no particular demand. A liberal
publicity campaign they find; will enable them to launch the article
and to increase their revenue by the created demand for the article.
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It will be of benefit to the public should the trusts dis-
cover their net profits are greater at the lower price and incrc as«
e3 "i splay space.
Who pays for the trust advertising? It nay be the trust,
the consumer or both. The t ust in order to insure itself against
competition may lesson its profits sufficiently to overcome t he
loss due to advertising. The consumer in +-hat case, perhaps, pays
no more for the article than he did before the foundation of the
trust and often not as much. If the price of the commodity is
lessened on account of larger sales and greater output the con-
sumer is willing to pay his share of the expenditure for adver-
tising, while the trust is willing to do the same thing in order to
secure greater net profits.
To sum up: There is a marginal point in advertising for
j
trusts, which tends to determine the amount of the publicity ap -
propriation. Pear of competition, the promotion of the articles or
products of the trusts, and the evils of substitution, cause the
trust to be more libera.1 with its expenditure for advertising than
it might otherwise be. This liberality influences them to p».y part
of the advertising expense and thus to lighten the consumer's
burden
.
I
RRODUCER A S A I? A DVERTIS ER .
According to Printers' Ink of March 21, 1905: "The
middleman, the jobber, is being more eliminated, and the producer
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is going direct to the consumer. This world have been practically
impossible without the modern use of pointers' ink."
A direct appeal to consumers is now "being rna.de more than
ever before and there is a tendency in some certain lines of "busi-
ness to convert the retailer into a mere agent. This fact has
caused those affected in certain trades to protest in vain against
such tendencies through their trade- journals. There can "be no
doubt that the direct advertising method between the producer and
consumer has been a wise mot*e for the producer. This movement
reduces the profit of the middle-men to that of an agent; and the
producer can therefore sell his go cds at a minimum price instead of
having two or three retailers obtain good profits at the expense
of the sale and popularity of the article. The producer with an
adequate business organization, can often Jiandle the products
by advertising directly with only one middle-man, and can control
the price of the article. Advertising enables the seller to
create a demand for his goods, which the retailer must notice and
supply, despite the fact that his profits are merely those of an
agent handling the goods. Jobbers also must secure profits and
the best profits for them are usually in those goods for which there
is the greo/test demand.
Calkins & Holden's in "Modern Advertising" published in
December 1904, briefly summarized the present situation as regards
the distribution systems as follows:

T300K ON fAOO ER/V AD-VERW IS
i
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When the United States government establishes a parcels
post system, when the producers "begin to make it a universal prac-
tice tc depend on their own, not retail advertising, the demand
for their goods will increase rapidly. !:iddle-men will be obliged
to handle those goods at a small profit for two or a. normal profit
for one middle-man. The parcels post system in some cases will
entirely eliminate the middle_nan (except the United states Mails)
and produce the condition graphically illustrated by the diagram
t aken f rom "Hod e rn Adv e rt i s i ng . "
*
Without the parcels post system however, there usually
must continue to be agents such as the retailer, or a producer's
of jobbing department as a branch of his business.
E P P EOT OJ? OVERT I S I I! G
1 THE JOBBER
Thus advertising by means of a trade-mark has resulted in
the creation of a demand for those goods thus advertised by the
manufacturer, who properly assumes the work of educating the de-
sires of the consumer for his articles unstead of leaving it to
the jobber to do so, o.s was more extensively done 'until the past
quarter century. l£r. Calkins says: "Eliminating the jobber as
an advertiser means simply eliminating an attribute
,
which never
did belong to him, and which he cannot in justice to himself,
undertake, and that is the attribute of creating a demand for

any line of goods. Ke is a part of the distributing machinery, and
a very important part, and you can safely depend upon it that he
will always carry in stock the goods for which there is a prompt
and steady demand, and that such a demand arises from proper ad-
vertising more than it does from any other one thing."
6
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SOCIAL JUSTIFICATION OF ADVERTISING,
The social justification of advertising lies in its power
to create a higher standard of living and its effectiveness in
assisting to reward members of society for their attempts to better
its welfare. The important effect of advertising on the political,
industrial, social and religious habits of members of society have
been suggested. While these important results are of much signif-
icance, the object for which advertising was called into existence
was to obtain a more rapid, equitable and economical distribution
of goods. The increasing incomes, diversified wants of society,
together with modern f inanceering , industrial methods of production
and complicated transportation services, have assigned to advertising
an important part in distributing constantly increasing supplies.
The increasing importance of advertising has been dependent upon the
development of large scale production and modern methods of communi-
cation and transportation; while markets for the greater number of
commodities consumed were local, advertising necessarily remained
insignificant in amount and crude in quality. With the progress
in manufacturing came the recognition of the necessity of creating
demand for new goods and increasing the demand for old products in
order to bring individual plants under the law of increasing returns.
Instead of being produced largely for local consumption, many
commodities are now manufactured for a national or world market.
National distribution is dependent upon introducing commodities and
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informing members of society about their quality and upon what con-
ditions they may be secured. With the assistance of transportation
and enlightened methods of production, advertising adapts these
products of society in the best manner possible to public needs and
demands. It tends to convert an aggregate of local communities
into a system of distributing units, When completed, this system
effects a ready distribution of goods to ail places within the
boundary of its operation. If tariff barriers are removed the
boundaries of the system may be extended until they become internat-
ional in character. The ideal is attained when demand responds
quickly to the call of supply. Attempts to restrict trade, to
produce artificial prices and to defraud the public will then be
subject to a response by supply furnishing the desired commodities
from a new source, at the normal price and of the social standard
desired
.
When this standard is attained advertising will be more
necessary than ever, for it would act as messenger for demand.
It is true that whatever the future prospects for adver-
tising may be, its usefulness is not yet fully realized. It must
continue to act as an important factor in educating the consumer and
reaching him in the most effective manner. The existence of wars,
commercial and industrial disturbances, dishonest and dishonorable
business men, all offer additional obstacles to progress which may
be partially overcome by advertising.
As can readily be realized, the existence of wtr retards
progress, and commercial and industrial disturbances check distri-
bution and production. The presence of dishonest and dishonorable
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men in business places the responsibility upon honest advertisers of
educating the consumer to discriminate against the inferior goods
and dishonest practices of rivals. v Advertising fulfils this
special mission when it makes possible intelligent comparison of the
inferior goods with those of the standard articles. If it can be
made to do this, members of society F.re told at the earliest possible
moment of the works of inventors and their new productive methods.
These inventors are rewarded almost immediately by society if their
products are worthy of its consideration and adoption. The prodtuc
tions become standardized. Competitjcn as partially expressed
in advertising, will tend eventually to reduce the price of such
inventions to the normal scale. v The lower price of the goods
enables members of societj' to satisfy more of their wants and thus
to maintain a higher standard of living. ' Competition of goods,
therefore to effect continued progress in invention and the most
economical satisfaction of social wants, will involve advertising
if it is to create a better standard of living. Until some sub-
stitute can be found to take its place, until all members of
society are possessed of universal intelligence, advertising cannot
be dispensed with.
The conclusion of this chapter, therefore, is that in
addition to being justifiable in civic, political and religious life
advertising may be justifiable as a factor in economical, industrial
and social progress because it makes better citizens by establishing
a higher standard of living, increasing the real wages of consumers
by offering superior goods at lower cost, and by revolutionizing the
tastes and habits of society in order to adjust them to the latest
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discoveries for the betterment of mankind.
SOCIAL WASTE IN ADVERTISING.
While it is true that advertising may be a powerful factor
in distribution when carefully and intelligently directed, it is
also a fact that a large part of the expenditure for this purpose is
spent in a desultory manner along lines that even a gambler would
despise for lack of justification. Because of this fact a vast
proportion does not yield sufficient returns to make the investment
a paying one and may assist in causing business failures.
Prof. Haynes in TTolume IX, Page 437, Quarterly Journal of
Economics, estimates that ninety per cent, of all business men fail.
Other statisticians in studying the causes of these failures learned
that seventy-five per cent, of all business enterprises advertised
have resulted in failures, and further that minety per cent, of all
publicity matter handled by advertising agencies were not a success.
Even though this advertising of an article may prove profitable to
an individual producer, it may be a loss to society for its
success may retard the progress of a more desirable article capable
of raising the standard of living. It must further be realized
that when advertising is used to introduce or increase the sale of
an injurious and worthless article, when it influences the public
to an undue expenditure upon a good article, when it serves merely
to direct existing demand into particular channels, advertising is
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a social waste.
Opponents to advertising as now practiced argue that it
does not increase proportionally the supply of any class of articles:
and that the expenses incurred in marketing them cause an additional
price to be placed upon the goods. A recognition of this enormous
waste has led some authorities to a discussion of the advisability,
theoretically, of eliminating advertising and to cause the substitu-
tion of some other educative factor. However useful an article
may be, if it cannot be shown to be absolutely necessary for better
social welfare, and accomplishes a result it -lone can accomplish,
it is superfluous and ought to be dispensed with. They also claim
that any goods consumed beyond what is absolutely necessary to
maintain a high social standard is a waste. They assert that
advertising does not discriminate in the grades, class or quality
of goods that it is desirable society should consume in order that
the development of consumption may harmonize with the rules of social
progress
.
Patent medicines have long been one of 4 he most widely
advertised products, and today almost one-third of newspapetf adver-
tising space is devoted to these proprietary products. Many of
them are of no curative value and some are deleterious to health.
This general prevalence of the use of patent medicines has been
ascribed to the liberal use of publicity.
Instances where advertising affects moral, political and
social life in an opposite direction to that described in the chapter
on "The Social Justification of Advertising" can be found easily
upon an investigation of present conditions. One example,
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however, will be sufficient to suggest a development of the evil
influences of advertising. It is commonly claimed that publisher
are unduly influenced by advertising patronage, and that the policy
of many publications, newspapers especially, are dictated by the
advertisers. The publisher's stand on the patent medicine evil
is offered as one of the grounds for assertions made. To sum up
this chapter: It seems proper to say that the opponents cf adver-
tising can offer a large number of arguments against its utility,
which arguments detract from its value as a social factor and lend
doubt as to its utility even under present social conditions,
because of the many evils that have arisen in connection with its
use.
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In the last chapter arguments were offered to prove that
advertising carried with it a vast amount of waste and numerous
evils. The object of the compromiser in advertising is to avoid
the wasteful use^ but to retain its beneficial features. It must
first be borne in mind that while there may be an indivjdual waste
in advertising, it is possible to have a social gain. ?he creati n
of utilities adds to the wealth of the nation, but the character of
these utilities determines their value from a social standpoint.
The susceptibility of advertising to abuse cannot be disputed but
there is no line of human endeavor of which a similar statement
cannot be made. The indifference of the public with regard to
goods of questionable social value and its excessive use of certain
commodities to the exclusion of others more preferable or equally
valuable from a social standpoint, have permitted an unwholesome
distribution of social utilities. The looseness of methods which
has existed in business transactions has been paralleled in care-
lessness of consumers in their choice of coLmcdities. The manufac
turers and merchants producing articles of doubtful merit have
flourished owing to this indifference. Injury to the physical and
mental ^elf^re of society as well as losses of large sums of money
have also resulted from the careless attitude of the consumer.
It is therefore the duty of the consumer to discriminate between
good and evil products, to learn of the conditions upon which goods
of superior qualities may be obtained, and to try to determine
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their social value. The effect of advertising should be to create
comparison and to bring about a discrimination as to goods v/ith
merit as the basis of discrimination. ^hen the consumer ^vill do
his part the final test of the success of advertising will be the
merit of the product from the point of view of social welfare. The
price and quality will aid in the decision of the merits of goods of
almost equal social value. The expenditure of a billion dollars
annually in order to cultivate the people's minds, so that they will
adopt a higher social standard, seems to be too great an outlay for
the object to be attained. ^he remedy lies in educating the
consumer to appreciate more fully the advantages of a higher social
standard. Until this is done, it seems that injurious products
and business practices will bear fruit, and cause honest advertise-
ments to be discredited to a certain degree. The loose business
practices, however, would result in a large waste were any other
educative factor to be introduced, so it seems that the proper
regulation of advertising is the solution of the problem.
Conditions are gradually being made more favorable for the
honest advertiser having a product of social merit to offer.
There is a feeling that the buying of advertising insures a certain
standard of product. The public is ever ready to accept those
articles which are manufactured under superior sanitary conditions,
and are for that reason of greater social benefit. An article
advertised as containing healthy ingredients is quickly given a
trial, but the test of its continued popularity is its merit and its
power to fill permanently a social want. The large number of
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business failures is due partially to a failure to recognize these
social truths. The number of producers who advertise articles of
merit and satisfy some unfilled social want for the betterment of
society is constantly increasing but there is a question whether the
advertisements of these articles are not harmful in diversifying
established wants. Sane persons advocate the simple life and
believe that the advertising of all articles not needed in the pur-
suits of a simple life should be eliminated. To these people
there is a social waste" in wearing silks and bright ribbons when
homespun or calico would insure the same purpose from a utilitarian
standpoint; there is also a further waste in ornamenting and
decorating our homes when less pretensious and more severely plain
structures would answer all the purposes of shelter." To these
people advertising which educates the human mind to appreciate the
value of handicraft of a highly developed industrial and social
organization is wrong. The average person will not call for a
radical return to the conditions of primitive life. The present
standard of living is regarded as the highest in the history of the
world. There is more intelligence and the general health and
moral life of the public is better than ever before. Social wants
are more numerous and are constantly increasing. Advertising
offers a means of introducing commodities which will satisfy these
wants, and is continually ac-ding to the satisfaction of mankind by
announcing some new product. That advertising should be restric-
ted only as it gives publicity to those articles which produce a
harmful effect or satisfy no new desirable want, seems to be the
35 Personal letter from John Lee L'ahin.
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seine attitude in view of the great increase in wealth and modern
industrial arid social conditions.
Producing an article whose merit is established, adverti-
sers often waste large sums of money in attempting to market their
products by casting their seed broadcast, little knowing where it
will fall. The superfluous amount of advertising of competing
articles causes a decided loss in some business enterprises, while
a dearth of publicity in others causes failures. A large percent-
age of financial losses in advertising is due in part to the injudi-
cious methods. The careful selection of media is always one of
the first considerations. For local purposes the newspaper enjoys
a value unapproached , while in a general campaign it is supplemented
by the magazine, which is essentially a general publication.
Because of its special constituency the magazine enjoys almost as
select a client ile as does the trade and technical 'ournals gornetimai
regarded as the ideal media. The follow-up systems must be per-
sistently and judiciously carried on to insure the best results,
and they serve well as a supplement to the periodicals and news-
papers. Bill-boards are the "brass band" of the campaign, while
street-car signs are a very good media for general publicity.
First class window displays are one of the essentials in procuring
maximum returns. Many other media, discussed elsewhere have more
or less value for the advertiser. Unless he has a small or
extremely large business it will pay him to place his advertising
campaign in charge of a well-established, perfectly responsible
and reliable agency. The best in the advertising business is the
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cheapest
.
The advertiser must adopt other than the "one-insertion"
policy. Sixty percentage of advertisements are only inserted for
one time and many others for only a few times. This lack of
persistency causes advertisements to be discredited and is not to be
considered as a good business investment. Other advertisements
are so poorly written, so inartistic in typographical and general
appearance that they attract little notice. Unseasonableness,
inappropriate illustrations, sudden changes of tactics in a campaign
and poor composition are explanations of the ineffectiveness of much
advertising. The trade-mark gives a&&§& value and distinot
personality to a business, insures it to a certain extent against
unlawful substitution, and becomes a much-desired asset capable of
financial reckoning. To obtain desirable results it is necessary
to observe psychological principles and business rules in making
public the virtues of any commodities. Advertising societies
extending from international in character to the local sectional
organizations, are of service to advertisers because they offer
valuable information, which assists him in conducting a more intel-
I
ligent cam v ; ign.
The agency and the advertiser are + he two forces which
have it iii their power to compel the publisher to raise his stand-
ard of advertising and his business methods. The exclusion of
harmful and injurious, as well as fraudulent advertisements from
his columns would greatly reduce the amount of social waste and the
evils resulting from modern publicity methods. Correct circulation
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•tatements would also materially lessen modern publicity appropri-
ations.
The exclusion of harmful advertising from the United State
mails, bill-boards and other media, as well as federal or state
laws prohibiting fraudulent enterprises conducted with the assist-
ance of publicity, ought to become a reality. Public sentiment
and the regulation of biil-boards and signs by means of ''axes,
government supervision and censorship by the bill-posters' associa-
tions would soon create a higher artistic standard for poster adver-
tisements
.
The recognition of the close relationship between advertis
ing is leading to more intelligent efforts in improving the quality
of advertising standards. The standard set by the public deter-
mines the relative excellence of the advertisements, so higher
artistic ideals mean a higher clans of advertisements.
Advertising has effected much in raising the standard of
living of the people. Excellent books and periodicals have
taught the merchant and manufacturer how to advertise more economic-
ally. The union of merchants into cormercial organizations have
also enabled the business man to reduce materially some of his ( 5 irec
and indirect publicity expenses.
Besides being an important factor in distribution, we find
advertising assisting in terminating strikes, apprehending criminals
converting sinners, raising funds for charitable enterprises, and
electing politicians to office. High tariffs are a hindrance to
advertising. Industrial combinations have not been able to
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reduce their expenses for advertising as was at first prophecied.
As an advertiser the producer becomes more independent and takes away
from the middle-men a function which never properly belonged to them.
The middle-men then become agents and their profits tend to be
reduced to those of an agent handling goods. 'rhese middle-men,
especially the jobbers, will always be a part of the distributing
machinery and will carry in stock the goods for which there is a
prompt and steady demand. Such a demand will depend in part at
least upon the producer's advertising.
The social justification of advertising lies primarily in
its distributive functions, yet it has produced social, political,
economical and industrial eifects, which are embodied in a higher
standard of living. The vast sums of money wasted for publicity
purposes calls for the regulation of advertising and proper remedies
suggested in this thesis would reduce very materially the social
waste in advertising. This waste is due largely to loose business
methods of this country and the indifference of the public to
fraudulent methods, and its lack of discrimination between socially
desirable and undesirable products. N, C. Fowler, a noted adver-
tising authority once said: "When we become civilized, and true
economy is practiced and waste is reduced to a minimum, there will
be little business conducted as business is now conducted, and
consequently very little commercial advertising."
Until this condition is approached the social justification
of advertising will lie in its power to influence human life, to
create a better standard of living and to facilitate distribution of
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products in a most economical and desirable manner. Reforms in
methods will probably give advertising added recognition as a factor
in business, will insure the advertiser full return for his expendi-
ture, and will tend to bring supply and demand into such close
i
relation that a demand for an article will meet with a ready supply.
Advertising, now an unrestrained force, must be developed by proper
regulation into an important factor in the process of distribution,
whose social justification will be unquestioned because its methods
will insure a discrimination against injurious or useless products.
FINIS.
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